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ROBIN
Gotham City, Teen, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM
¦  (Leap/Climb)

     (Smoke Cloud)

FPQF@RCCP Robin can use Flurry.
LQE>J @OL?>QF@P

Robin can use Energy Shield/Deflection and Stealth.

FIIMLTBO
   Dick Grayson
  The Brave and the Bold #54 (1964)
  Though he trained alongside Batman and fought crime

LJ?>Q B^BUBP

in Gotham City, Robin the Boy Wonder teamed up with other teen super
heroes to answer calls for help from teenagers around the world. Fast allies,
the friendship among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
©2008 WizKids, Inc.
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KID FLASH
Central City, Teen, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM

M
>IIP Through
EOLRDE Walls
>IIP Kid
Kid Flash can use
Up Walls,
use Hypersonic
Hypersonic

Speed, but
onlyKidOption
When he
Kidignores
Flash moves,
he ignores
the
Speed.
When
Flash1.moves,
the effects
of characters,
effects of characters,
hindering
terrain,andelevated
terrain,
hindering
terrain, elevated
terrain,
blocking
terrainandonblocking
terrain on movement.
He can’t
end his movement
on blocking
movement.
He can’t end
his movement
on blocking
terrain. terrain.

E>ODB

>PQ FPQP Kid Flash can use Flurry.
RJ>K LOK>AL Once per turn, Kid Flash can use Force Blast
as a free action.

   Wally West
   The Brave and the Bold #54 (1964)
 

  DickWhen
Grayson
Wally West gained super speed through a
 

Brave that
and the
#54 to(1964)
freak
reoccurrence
of the sameThe
accident
gaveBold
powers
the Flash, he
quick

Thoughand
he race
trained
alongside
Batmanofand
foughtCity
crime
was
to don a costume
through
the streets
Central

as Kidteamed
Flash! up
Butwith
he was
quick to
in
Gotham the
City,Scarlet
Robin Speedster
the Boy Wonder
otherjust
teenas super
alongside
join other
teen heroes
in the
quickly
growing
into the
heroes
to answer
calls for
helpTeen
fromTitans,
teenagers
around
the world.
Fasthero
allies,
whofriendship
would oneamong
day step
into the
boots
of his
the
the Teen
Titans
would
lastmentor.
far into the future.
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WONDER GIRL
Amazon, Teen, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM
E>ODB

     (Super Strength)

     (Combat Reflexes)

LRDEKBPP
>PPL Wonder Girl can use Incapacitate as if she had a range
value of 6. If she successfully hits a target with a ranged combat
attack when using Incapacitate, after resolving the action you can
put the target in an unoccupied square of clear terrain adjacent to
and at the same elevation as Wonder Girl.

   Donna Troy
  The Brave and the Bold #60 (1965)
  After her parents died in a fire, a baby girl was
 toParadise
 Dick
Grayson
brought
Island
by Wonder Woman and raised as if she were the
  
The Brave
andGirl
thelater
Bold left
#54Paradise
(1964)Island
heroine’s
sister, Wonder Girl. When
Wonder
joined

Though
super
he trained
heroes alongside
who had banded
Batman together,
and foughtit was
crime
and
a group of teen
in
sheGotham
who suggested
City, Robinthat
thethey
Boy call
Wonder
themselves
teamed Teen
up with
Titans.
otherMany
teen years
super
heroes
later, the
to answer
Titans would
calls for
help
helpWonder
from teenagers
Girl discover
around
her the
trueworld.
originsFast
among
allies,
the friendship
Titans of Myth.
among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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AQUALAD
Atlantis, Teen, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM

OLJ QEB BMQEP Aqualad can use Charge. When Aqualad

occupies water terrain, any line of fire drawn to him is treated as if it
crosses blocking terrain.

RMBO QOBKDQE

FIIMLTBO

LRDEKBPP
   Garth
   The Brave and the Bold #54 (1964)
  Exiled from Atlantis as a child, the young Garth
 
survived
on his 
ownDick
untilGrayson
he met Aquaman and became his sidekick as
  
Bravemet
andand
thejoined
Bold #54
Aqualad.
Venturing onto land, The
Aqualad
other(1964)
teen heroes

trainedAqualad
alongside
romanced
Batman an
andAtlantean
fought crime
to
form 
the Teen Titans.Though
Whilehea Titan,

in
princess
Gothamcalled
City, Aquagirl,
Robin theuntil
Boy she
Wonder
diedteamed
during the
up with
Crisis.other
In the
teengrief-stricken
super
heroes
aftermath,
to answer
Aqualad
callssetforouthelp
on from
a journey
teenagers
that would
aroundlead
the world.
him toFast
discover
allies,an
the
unexpected
friendshipheritage
among of
themagic.
Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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SPEEDY

OF@H OOLTP Give Speedy a ranged combat action; Speedy
canB>ABOPEFM
remove from the game up to three hindering terrain markers or

Star City, Teen, Teen Titans

barrier terrain markers (removing markers one at a time) to which he
has a clear line of fire at the time the marker is removed, after which
he can make a ranged combat attack.

 (Running Shot)

    (Leap/Climb)
O>SB LTÁP MMOBKQF@B When Speedy makes a ranged
combat attack, modify his attack value by +1.
 (Energy Shield/Deflection)
   Roy Harper
   More Fun Comics #73 (1941)
  Orphaned son of a forest ranger, Roy Harper was
 by
 chief
Dick Grayson
raised
a Navajo
named Brave Bow who taught Roy the art of
 As
The took
BraveRoy
andtothe
#54competition
(1964) judged
archery.
a teenager, Brave Bow
an Bold
archery

Though
trained alongside
Batman
and afought
by
Roy’s
idol, Green Arrow.
Afterheassisting
Green Arrow
in foiling
crime,crime
the

  (Willpower)

in Gotham
the Boy
teen super
hero
asked City,
Roy Robin
to become
his Wonder
sidekick teamed
Speedy.up
Notwith
longother
thereafter,
Speedy
heroes
to answer
calls forwho
helpformed
from teenagers
around alongside
the world.whom
Fast allies,
joined other
teen heroes
the Teen Titans,
he
the
friendshipwielded
amongtrick
the Teen
the future.
occasionally
arrowsTitans
givenwould
to himlastbyfarhisinto
mentor.
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SHIMMER

O>KPJRQB
Transmute Once per turn, if Shimmer is adjacent to an object
object
B>ABOPEFM
(including
an
character)atatthethebeginning
beginningororend
endofof
(including
an object
object carried
held bybya acharacter)

Fearsome Five

any action she is given, she can remove that object
object from
from the game.
game.

   (Phasing/Teleport)

     (Shape Change)

     (Incapacitate)

   (Poison)

   (Blades/Claws/Fangs)
   Selinda Flinders
   New Teen Titans #3 (1981)
  When the young Selinda Flinders turned her powers

whoteased
Dick Grayson
on
the kids
her and her brother, their family was forced to
 
The Brave
and the Bold
#54Dr.
(1964)
flee
their 
native Australia. Though
the Markovian
scientist
Helga Jace
 Selinda

Though her
he trained
powers,alongside
she wasBatman
unable to
andteach
fought
thecrime
helped
to understand

   (Barrier)
KPBM>O>?IB Modify Shimmer’s defense value by +2 if she
has a clear line of fire to Mammoth.

in
girlGotham
morality—and
City, Robinyears
the Boy
laterWonder
when Selinda
teameddiscovered
up with other
thatteen
Dr. super
Light was
heroes
recruiting
to answer
for a new
callsteam,
for help
Selinda
from took
teenagers
the name
around
Shimmer
the world.
andFast
her allies,
brother
the friendship
name Mammoth
among the
as they
Teenjoined
Titans the
would
Fearsome
last far into
Five.the future.
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JERICHO
Teen Titans, Wildebeest Society


B>ABOPEFM
  (Phasing/Teleport)

Possession: Give
GiveJericho
Jerichoaapower
poweraction
actionand
andmake
makea close
a close
LPPBPPFLK
a rangedcombat
combatattack
attack(as(asif he
if hehashasa range
a rangevalue
valueof of4)4)
combat or ranged
opposing
targetcharacter
characterasasa afree
freeaction.
action.A Asuccessful
successful
against aantarget
opposing
Instead, remove
remove Jericho
Jericho from
from the
the battlefield
battlefield
attack deals no damage. Instead,
him on
on his
his character
character card;
card;the
thetarget
targetisispossessed,
possessed, becomes
becomes
and put him
owner’s force, and
and any
any of
friendly to your force and opposing to its owner’s
the target’s canceled powers return.
Afterthe
theresolution
resolutionofofany
anyaction
actiongiven
giventotothe
thetarget,
target,you
youcan
can
After
release the target. Remove all action tokens from the target and put
place Jericho
any unoccupied
4 squares
to the
which
Jericho
in anyinunoccupied
squaresquare
within within
4 squares
to which
target
the target
fire. The
targetfriendly
becomesto friendly
to its
has
a clearhas
lineaofclear
fire.line
Theoftarget
becomes
its owner’s
owner’s
and opposing
to your force.
force
andforce
opposing
to your force.
thetarget
targetisispossessed
possessedatatthe
theend
endofofyour
yourturn,
turn,roll
rollaad6d6and
andadd
add
IfIfthe
1 to the result for each 100 points (or fraction
fraction thereof)
thereof) ofofthe
thetarget’s
target’s
point value. If the result is 6 or more, the target is released. If the
unavoidable damage.
damage.
result is 5 or less, deal Jericho 1 unavoidable
Eachtime
timethe
thepossessed
possessedtarget
targettakes
takesdamage,
damage,deal
dealJericho
Jericho11
Each
unavoidable damage
damageafter
afterthe
the action
actionisisresolved.
resolved.Any
Anyeffect
effect that
that
unavoidable
Jericho’s Possession. If
can counter the target’s powers can counter Jericho’s
defeated ororPossession
Jericho is eliminated
Possessionis iscountered
counteredororcanceled,
canceled,thethetarget
target
immediately released.
released. Jericho
Jericho and
and possessed
possessed characters
characters can’t
can’t be
be
is immediately
targeted by Mind Control or Possession.

     (Willpower)

LJ?>Q B^BUBP

   (Perplex)

   (Exploit Weakness)
   Joseph Wilson
   Tales of the Teen Titans #42 (1984)
  Son of Deathstroke the Terminator, Joseph Wilson was
 
 Dick
rendered
mute when
one ofGrayson
his father’s enemies took him hostage and nearly slit his
 Taken

Bravedeveloped
and thepowers
Bold #54
throat.
away by his mother,The
Joseph
of his(1964)
own and returned
later
alongside
fought crime
years
to take on theThough
identityhe
of trained
Jericho and
help hisBatman
mother and Nightwing
rescue

in Gotham
City,from
Robin
BoyandWonder
teamed
with other
teenthesuper
the
Teen Titans
his the
father
the H.I.V.E.,
afterupwhich
he joined
team himself.
heroespossessed
to answerbycalls
fromtainted
teenagers
theofworld.
Fast allies,
Later,
spiritsforofhelp
Azaroth
by thearound
influence
the demon
Trigon,
the friendship
among
TeenheTitans
lastfamily.
far into the future.
Jericho
would turn
on thetheteam
once would
called his
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MERCURY
Metal Men, Robot

B>ABOPEFM
  (Leap/Climb)

 (Flurry)

  (Smoke Cloud)
       
  (Shape Change)

   Mercury
 


 Dick GraysonShowcase #37 (1962)



Though The
someBrave
whoand
debate
the Bold
stories#54
of the
(1964)
creation of
Metal
Though personality
he trained alongside
Batman
fought crime
the
Men say Mercury’s
is based on
that ofanda scientist

in
Gotham
City,in Robin
the Boynobody
Wondercanteamed
up with
teen super that
who
assisted
the project,
deny that
the other
responsometer
quick temper
andtheanworld.
ego unmatched
heroes
to answer
help him
fromateenagers
around
Fast allies,
gives the
robot lifecalls
alsoforgives
by any
other member
of Teen
the team.
the
friendship
among the
Titans would last far into the future.
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GOLD
Metal Men, Robot

B>ABOPEFM
E>ODB

LIABK >PPL Gold can use Incapacitate, but only as part of
a ranged combat action (as if he had a range value of 6).
>K B >JJBOBA FKQL > EBBQ LRO
FIIFLKQEP LC >K K@E EF@H When Gold is dealt damage

by a close combat attack, he can use Invulnerability. When Gold can’t
use Invulnerability, he can use Toughness.



 (Toughness)

    (Leadership)
   Gold
 


 Dick GraysonShowcase #37 (1962)



StalwartThe
andBrave
reliable,
and Gold
the Bold
is entrusted
#54 (1964)
by Dr.
 
Though
alongside As
Batman
crime
Magnus
to lead the Metal
Menheontrained
the battlefield.
ductileand
as fought
the element

E>MB E>KDB

in
Robincanthestretch
Boy Wonder
teameddistances
up with other
teen asuper
he’sGotham
made City,
of, Gold
for incredible
and take
large
his responsometer
heroes
callsbefore
for help
from must
teenagers
around
the world. Fast and
allies,
amounttoofanswer
damage
Magnus
recover
install
it in a new
robot
the
friendship
among
thebody.
Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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LIBERTY BELLE
Justice Society, Teen Titans

FKD
QEB BII Liberty Belle can use Pulse Wave as if she had
B>ABOPEFM
a range value of 8.

E>ODB

ª« (Hypersonic Speed)

 ¦    (Super Strength)

LRDEKBPP
   Jesse Chambers
   Justice Society of America #1 (1992)
  The daughter of Johnny Quick, Jesse Chambers once

LJ?>Q B^BUBP

used her father’s speed mantra to become Jesse Quick and fight alongside

 Titans.
Dick Grayson
the
Flash
and the
When she seemingly lost her powers, she entered
 
The Brave
became
and the
business
Bold #54
manager
(1964)
for the
the
world
of business and eventually


Though romance
he trainedwith
alongside
Batman
andthe
fought
Justice Society.
A burgeoning
Hourman
opened
waycrime
for
in
Gotham
City, Robinherthepowers—not
Boy Wonder just
teamed
up withpowers
other teen
Jesse
to rediscover
the speed
of hersuper
father
heroes
answer
callsofforherhelp
from teenagers
aroundBelle,
the world.
allies,
but alsotothe
powers
mother,
the first Liberty
whoseFast
name
and
the
friendship
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
costume
Jesseamong
now uses.
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KLARION
Mystical, Seven Soldiers, Teen


B>ABOPEFM
    (Toughness)

      (Regeneration)

 (Stealth)

 ¦ (Perplex)

 (Leap/Climb)

 (Probability Control)

  (Flurry)
I>OFLK >KA BBHI Klarion can use the Duo Attack ability, but
do not modify Klarion’s damage value by –1 for the second attack.

   Klarion Bleak
   Klarion #1(2005)
  Living in lost Limbo Town, Klarion the Witch-Boy
 to
 strange
Dick Grayson
longed
see the
world of Blue Rafters beyond the Wicket Gate.
 out
The Brave
and the
Bold the
#54Gate
(1964)
Setting
with his familiar Teekl
to venture
through
before
Though
he trained
a world
alongside
of wonder
Batmanandandstrangefought crime
it
could 
be sealed, Klarion
discovered

  (Blades/Claws/Fangs)



in
ness—as
Gotham City,
well as
Robin
an unexpected
the Boy Wonder
destiny
teamed
where
up he
withwould
otherbeteen
named
super
heroes
Submissionary
to answerof calls
his people,
for helptransform
from teenagers
into the
around
monstrous
the world.
Horigal,
Fast and
allies,
the
become
friendship
one ofamong
the Seven
the Teen
Soldiers
Titansbattling
would last
against
far into
the the
Sheeda.
future.
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SUPERNOVA


B>ABOPEFM
    (Super Senses)
RKKFKD ELQ

     (Toughness)

     (Phasing/Teleport)

    (Perplex)

E>KQLJ LKB OLGB@QLO Supernova can use
Incapacitate and Phasing/Teleport. When Supernova uses
Incapacitate and successfully hits an opposing character, he may
either resolve Incapacitate normally or give no action tokens to the
target and instead immediately put the target in any starting area 8
or fewer squares from himself.

   Booster Gold
   52 Week 8 (2006)
  Shortly after a worldwide crisis, a new and mysteri-

ADVANCED LASER
SYSTEM (Psychic

 
Blast)
(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)

ous hero named Supernova stepped in to defend Metropolis when Superman disappeared. This brought Supernova into conflict with Booster Gold,

who had
hopedto Dick
be theGrayson
guardian of Metropolis—until Booster’s sudden
and
#54own.
(1964)
tragic
death left SupernovaThetoBrave
protectand
thethe
cityBold
on his
Months


Though
he trained
Batman Gold,
and fought
crime
later it was
revealed that
Supernova
was,alongside
in fact, Booster
who with
in
Robin the
Wonder
teamedtaken
up with
teen super
theGotham
help ofCity,
Rip Hunter
hadBoy
used
technology
fromother
Superman
and
heroes
to answer
for helpthrough
from teenagers
the Atom
as well calls
as journeys
time to around
step upthe
andworld.
defendFastnotallies,
only
the
friendship
the Teen
Titans
would
into the itself.
future.
Metropolis
butamong
also fight
a threat
larger
thanlastthefaruniverse
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ROBIN
Detective, Gotham City, Martial Artist, Teen, Teen Titans,
Young Justice


B>ABOPEFM
    (Combat Reflexes)

  (Leap/Climb)

  (Outwit)

    (Flurry)

    (Perplex)

     (Smoke Cloud)

 (Incapacitate)

   Tim Drake
   Batman #436 (1989)
  After deducing the secret identity of Batman and

 (Energy Shield/Deflection)

watching him become increasingly reckless, Tim Drake tried to convince
Dick Grayson to return to the role of Robin. When Grayson decided to help
 
 Dick Tim
Grayson
Batman
as Nightwing,
determined that Batman needed a Robin and
took

Theproving
Brave and
the Bold
#54was(1964)
on the
role himself. Quickly
himself,
Drake
accepted


Batman
by Batman
as his new Though
partner he
andtrained
beganalongside
training to
be theand
newfought
Robin.crime
in
Gotham City,
thefollow
Boy Wonder
up with other
teen super
Eventually
DrakeRobin
would
not onlyteamed
in his mentor’s
footsteps
but also
heroes
to answer
for help
teenagers
the world.
Fasthad
allies,
Grayson’s
when hecalls
joined
the from
newest
version around
of the team
Grayson
the
friendship
among
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
founded,
the Teen
Titans.
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BATGIRL
Gotham City, Justice League Elite, League of Assassins,
Martial Artist, Teen


B>ABOPEFM
Á   (Exploit Weakness)

    

O>FKBA COLJ FOQE Batgirl can use Flurry and Leap/Climb.

(Outwit)

E>ODB

   (Quake)

   (Super Senses)
   Cassandra Cain
   Legends of the Dark Knight #120 (1999)
  From birth, assassin David Cain shaped his daughter

>FKÁP >RDEQBO Batgirl can use Combat Reflexes
and Willpower.

to become the perfect bodyguard for Ra’s al Ghul. The parts of Cassandra’s
that
Dick Grayson
brain
wouldnormally
have been used for speech were reshaped
 constant

training untilThe
sheBrave
could and
unfailingly
the Boldread
#54and(1964)
predict the
through
 
he trained
alongside
andbeing
fought
crime
movements
of others inThough
combat.
When she
realizedBatman
she was
turned
in
City, Robin
the Boy Wonder
teamed
up withupother
teen super
intoGotham
something
evil, Cassandra
ran away
and ended
in Gotham
City.
heroes
to answer
calls and
for help
from teenagers
aroundgave
the world.
allies,of
There she
met Oracle
Batman,
who eventually
her theFast
mantle
the
friendship
among
the Teen
last farfor
intogood.
the future.
Batgirl
and began
training
her Titans
to usewould
her abilities
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IRON
Metal Men, Robot

B>ABOPEFM
RMBO QOBKDQE

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV

LRDEKBPP

E>MB E>KDB

 

 (Close Combat Expert)

   Iron
 


 Dick GraysonShowcase #37 (1962)



The biggest
The Brave
and strongest
and the of
Bold
the#54
Metal
(1964)
Men, Iron
 
Though his
he trained
alongside
andtheir
fought
crime
lumbers
into battle to protect
teammates,
readyBatman
to smash
oppo-

in
Gotham
Boysmashed
Wonder teamed
withwhen
otherIron
teenissuper
nents
evenCity,
if it Robin
meansthe
being
himself.upEven
destroyed
can be
is
heroes
answer calls
for help
from
teenagers around
therecovered,
world. Fastheallies,
on the to
battlefield,
as long
as his
responsometer
easily
rebuilt by
Dr. Magnus
quickly
the
friendship
among
the Teenand
Titans
wouldmade
last ready
far intofortheadventure.
future.
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ACE
Robot, Royal Flush Gang

B>ABOPEFM
E>ODB

 (Plasticity)

RMBO QOBKDQE

  (Quake)

  (Toughness)
   Dick
(None)
Grayson
  The
Justice
Brave
League
and the
of America
Bold #54#203
(1964)
(1982)
  Though
When Hector
he trained
Hammond
alongside
assembled
Batman aand
Royal
fought
Flush
crime

in
Gang,
Gotham
the part
City, ofRobin
Ace the
wasBoy
played
Wonder
by ateamed
super-strong
up withrobot.
otherThough
teen super
Ace has
heroes
been destroyed
to answermany
calls for
times,
helpthe
fromGang
teenagers
continues
around
to rebuild
the world.
Ace Fast
or acquire
allies,
in their
crimes.
the
newfriendship
versions of
among
it to use
the Teen
Titans
would last far into the future.
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RED HOOD
Gotham City

FIIMLTBO
B>ABOPEFM

     (Stealth)

RQTFQ

B>M¥IFJ?

 (Flurry)

 ¦ (Energy Explosion)

   Jason Todd
   Batman #357 (1983—Todd), Batman
#635 (2004—Red Hood)

   (Blades/Claws/Fangs)

  Batman was startled to discover that the new man

calling himself the Red Hood—once an alias used by the Joker—was

 Todd,
 Dick
Grayson
actually Jason
formerly
the Robin believed to have been killed by The
Joker.

Disturbingly

willing to use
Thenear-lethal
Brave andforce,
the Bold
Todd#54
has (1964)
continued to


he trained
alongside
Batman
and fought
taunt both
Batman andThough
those who
were Robin
before
and after
him as crime
he
in
Gotham
City,underworld
Robin the Boy
Wonder
teamedterms.
up withAfter
othertheteen
super of
shakes
up the
on his
own violent
discovery
heroes
answer
help from
aroundwas
therecruited
world. Fast
the 52 toEarths
andcalls
the for
universes
theyteenagers
inhabit, Todd
by aallies,
the
friendship
among thehimTeen
wouldjourney
last faracross
into the
Monitor
to accompany
on Titans
a perilous
thefuture.
new multiverse.
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   (Toughness)
    
(s08)

TM




RED ARROW
Checkmate, Justice League, Outsiders, Star City,
Suicide Squad, Teen Titans


B>ABOPEFM
(Energy Shield/Deflection)
RKKFKD ELQ

>KDBA LJ?>Q UMBOQ

RPFII>AB Give Red Arrow a power action. He makes two separate

ranged combat attacks as free actions (making two separate attack rolls
against two different target opposing characters). Resolve the first attack
before making the second; if Red Arrow loses Fusillade before making the
second attack, he can’t make the second attack.

OF@H OOLTP Red Arrow can use Energy Explosion and Smoke Cloud.

When he uses Energy Explosion, after resolving the action he can immediately
use Smoke Cloud as a free action but the first hindering terrain marker must
be placed in the same square as the target of the Energy Explosion attack.

   Roy Harper
   Justice League of America #7 (2007)
  Once Speedy, sidekick to Green Arrow and a

    (Energy Explosion)

member of the Teen Titans, Roy Harper became addicted to heroin and fell
away from his mentor and friends. After fighting his addiction, he became
a government agent working for Checkmate, during which time he had

 villain
Dick Grayson
an affair
with the
Cheshire that resulted in a daughter, Lian. Roy
raised
Lian
Thename
BraveArsenal
and theand
Boldrejoined
#54 (1964)
while he took on the
the Titans, and


Though
he trained Roy
alongside
Batman and
foughtto crime
then founded
a new team
of Outsiders.
was eventually
invited
be
in
Gotham City,
the BoyLeague,
Wonderand
teamed
teenredeemed
super
a member
of a Robin
new Justice
feelinguphewith
hadother
finally
heroes
answer
help from
the world.
Fast allies,
himself,totook
on acalls
newforcostume
andteenagers
the namearound
Red Arrow
in homage
to his
Greenamong
Arrow.the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
the
friendship
mentor,
©2008 WizKids, Inc.
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  (Willpower)
    
(s08)

TM




BATWOMAN
Gotham City

B>ABOPEFM
QB>IQE

  (Leap/Climb)

K@>M>@FQ>QB

LJ?>Q B^BUBP
   Kate Kane
   52 Week 9 (2006)
  When Batman left Gotham City for a year, among
 whostepped
 Dick
those
up toGrayson
defend the city in his absence was Kate Kane,
 

The Brave
Bold #54 (1964)
who
like Bruce
Wayne is the scion
of oneand
of the wealthiest
families in the
Using

Though
alongside
and equipment
Batman and
she fought
neededcrime
city.
her resources
to gethethetrained
training

 (Close Combat Expert)

in
to Gotham
become City,
Batwoman,
Robin thesheBoysought
Wonder
to scour
teamed
Intergang
up with from
other the
teenstreets
super of
heroes
Gotham,to while
answerthey
callssought
for help
herfrom
in order
teenagers
to fulfill
around
a prophecy
the world.
written
Fast inallies,
the
the
nefarious
friendship
Crimeamong
Bible.the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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DR. SIVANA
Fearsome Five, Monster Society of Evil, Scientist


B>ABOPEFM
 (Perplex)

RPMBKAFRJ Dr. Sivana can use Incapacitate. When he uses

Incapacitate and successfully hits a target, also give an action token to
each of up to two additional opposing characters that have zero action
tokens and are adjacent to the target.

RQTFQ

Mad
Sivanacan
canuse
useBarrier,
Barrier,Energy
EnergyExplosion,
Explosion,
>A Inventor
KSBKQLO Dr.
Dr. Sivana
Phasing/Teleport,Psychic
Penetrating/Psychic
Blast,Quake,
Pulse Smoke
Wave, Quake,
Phasing/Teleport,
Blast, Pulse Wave,
Cloud, and
Smoke Cloud,
Support.
If while
using this
power,rollhethat
makes
Support.
If whileand
using
this power,
he makes
an attack
resultsanin a
attack miss,
roll that
in a critical
miss, deal
1 additional
unavoidable
critical
dealresults
1 additional
unavoidable
damage
to Dr. Sivana.
damage to Dr. Sivana.
TAKE THAT, BIG RED CHEESE!

   Blast)
  (Psychic Blast)
(Penetrating/Psychic
LOIAÁP F@HBABPQ @FBKQFPQ Dr. Sivana can use
Mastermind. He can choose to deal the damage to a friendly
character that has a higher point value if that character shares a
team ability or keyword with Dr. Sivana; damage transferred using
World’s Wickedest Scientist can not later be dealt to Dr. Sivana.

   Thaddeus Sivana
 


 Dick GraysonWhiz Comics #2 (1940)



One of the
The most
Bravenefarious
and the Bold
scientists
#54 and
(1964)
brilliant
 
he trained
alongside
inventors
in the world,Though
Dr. Sivana
has long
been a Batman
thorn inand
the fought
side ofcrime
the

>PQBOJFKA

in
Gotham
City, From
Robin the
the incredible
Boy Wonder
teamed
up with othertoteen
super
Marvel
Family.
power
of Suspendium
the shady
the crooked
of Sivana’s
heroes
answer calls
for helpIndustries,
from teenagers
aroundtendrils
the world.
Fast allies,
businessto dealings
of Sivana
ambition
knowamong
no bounds.
the
friendship
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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(s08)

TM




RIP HUNTER
Future, Past, Scientist

B>ABOPEFM

   (Phasing/Teleport)
EOLKLK>RQ Rip Hunter can use Perplex, but can target only
himself or a friendly character.

    (Super Senses)
FJB >PQBO Rip Hunter can use Outwit and Probability Control.
The standard and named powers of Rip Hunter and friendly characters
adjacent to him can’t be countered.
     (Probability Control)
   (Unknown)
 


 Dick GraysonShowcase #20 (1960)



After spending
The Brave
years
andpreparing
the Bold to#54
battle
(1964)
those who
 attempt

he trained
Batman and
crime
would
to divertThough
or destroy
history,alongside
a man protected
hisfought
own past

in
the Boy
WonderRipteamed
with othertoteen
byGotham
hiding itCity,
andRobin
adopting
the name
Hunter.upVenturing
the super
turning
to the battlefield
already
heroes
answer when
calls forHunter
help from
around theheworld.
Fastknows
allies,
points into history,
comesteenagers
outcome—or
is coming
change
it. last far into the future.
the friendship
among
the TeentoTitans
would
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(s08)




DAWNSTAR
Future, Legion of Super Heroes, Teen

B>ABOPEFM

O>@HBO Dawnstar can use Hypersonic Speed,. but only Option 1.
R>OOV Before the beginning of the first turn, choose an opposing
character; this character is Dawnstar’s quarry. Modify by +1 the attack value
of Dawnstar and all friendly characters when they are attacking the quarry.
FIIMLTBO

 (Energy Shield/Deflection)
   Dawnstar
   Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes

#226 (1977)

 

  DickAGrayson
student at the Legion Academy, Dawnstar was
 

and mission
the Boldby#54
(1964)
called
upon
to assist the LegionTheonBrave
a critical
using
her ability to
 
he trained
and fought
unerringly
track peopleThough
and objects
acrossalongside
incredibleBatman
distances.
Earningcrime
full
in
Gotham City,
RobinLegion
the Boy
Wonder
withserved
other for
teenmany
superyears
membership
in the
on that
firstteamed
mission,upshe
thereafter.
Duringcalls
the for
Crisis,
wasteenagers
recruitedaround
by thethe
Monitor
playallies,
an
heroes
to answer
helpshe
from
world.toFast
important
roleamong
in his forces.
the
friendship
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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GREEN LANTERN
Green Lantern Corps, Justice League,
Justice League of America, Justice League Europe, Soldier


B>ABOPEFM
    (Toughness)

RKKFKD ELQ

   (Perplex)

E>PFKD¥BIBMLOQ
>KQBOK  Green Lantern can use Energy Explosion

and Telekinesis.

RIPB >SB
   Hal Jordan
   Showcase #22 (1959)
  The first human to be a member of the Green
 Corps,
 test
 Dick
Lantern
pilotGrayson
Hal Jordan rose to become a legendary member
 the
Corps

TheofBrave
#54 (1964)
of
until his hometown
Coastand
Citythe
wasBold
destroyed
and he was
 
Though
he trained
alongside
AfterBatman
servingand
as host
foughtforcrime
corrupted
by the evil force
known
as Parallax.

KBODV UMILPFLK
>KQBOKÁP FII Green Lantern can use
Energy Shield/Deflection, Toughness, and Willpower.

in
theGotham
SpectreCity,
in anRobin
attempt
the Boy
to redeem
Wonderhimself,
teamed Jordan
up withreturned
other teento super
the Corps
heroes
and is fighting
to answeronce
callsagain
for help
to demonstrate
from teenagers
he around
is worthy
theofworld.
the trust
Fastand
allies,
the
admiration
friendship
of among
the Corps.
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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(s08)
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KARATE
KID
KARATE KID

Future, Legion
Super Martial
Heroes, Artist,
MartialTeen
Artist, Teen
Future,ofLegion,

¦
B>ABOPEFM
 (Close Combat Expert)

  (Charge)

¦  (Exploit Weakness)

    (Plasticity)

 (Flurry)

Á (Blades/Claws/Fangs)

 (Combat Reflexes)

   Val Armorr
   Adventure Comics #346 (1966)
 

  DickThough
Graysonhe has no superhuman powers, Val
 has
The Brave
the Bold
#54universe,
(1964)from
Armorr
mastered nearly every
form ofandcombat
in the
ancient

Batman
foughtthecrime
the
martial artsThough
of Earthhetotrained
alien alongside
combat styles
fromandacross

   (Super Senses)

many inupthe
to him
in
Gotham
Robin are
the his
Boyskills
Wonder
withLegion
other come
teen super
galaxy.
So City,
respected
thatteamed
for training,
and some
believe
he might
even around
be capable
of besting
heroes
to answer
calls for
help from
teenagers
the world.
Fast the
allies,
legendary
Batman.
the
friendship
among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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(s08)
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JACK AND TEN
Royal Flush Gang

B>ABOPEFM

KB¦VBA >@H Jack and Ten can use Energy Explosion and

Penetrating/Psychic
Blast.
Psychic Blast.

Á   (Energy Explosion)

   “Jack” (Jack) and Wanda Wayland (Ten)
   Justice League of America #203 (1982)
  Losing an eye—and nearly his life—to a woman

 torob,
DickJack’s
Grayson
he
was trying
missing eye was replaced with a laser weapon
 

Brave
anda the
after
he joined
the Royal FlushThe
Gang.
Once
testBold
pilot,#54
Ten’s(1964)
natural
 
he began
trainedwielding
alongsidea Batman
and fought crime
reflexes
were enhancedThough
and she
pair of wrist-mounted
in
Gotham
City, Robin
up with
other
teenthey
superwere
energy
blasters.
Both the
wereBoypartWonder
of theteamed
Royal Flush
Gang
when
heroes
answer calls
helpattempt
from teenagers
aroundheroes
the world.
allies,
hired bytoMaxwell
Lordfor
in an
to manipulate
into Fast
forming
a
the
the Teen
Titans would last far into the future.
newfriendship
version ofamong
the Justice
League.
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GREEN ARROW
Justice League of America, Justice League Elite, Martial Artist,
Politician, Star City


B>ABOPEFM
(Energy Shield/Deflection)
OOLT ALTK QEB RK >OOBI Green Arrow can use

Incapacitate. When a character marked with one or more action tokens
chooses Green Arrow as the target of a ranged attack, Green Arrow can
use Shape Change.

  (Stealth)
LLCQLM O@EBO Green Arrow can use Leap/Climb

and Running Shot.

 (Willpower)

RKKFKD ELQ

>KDBA LJ?>Q UMBOQ
>FI LC OOLTP Give Green Arrow a ranged combat action to make

a ranged combat attack targeting more than one opposing character. Increase
the total damage dealt by 1 for each target successfully hit by the attack
(total damage is still divided normally among successfully hit targets).

 (Blades/Claws/Fangs)

Gothamand
City,much-improved
Robin the Boy combat
Wonder skills.
teamedDiving
up with
teen super
ain katana
intoother
the political
arena,
of Star
a position
he lost
when itFast
wasallies,
heroes to
for help
fromCity,
teenagers
around
the world.
Queen
wasanswer
electedcalls
mayor
revealed
he had
beenthe
using
of his
fortune
to fund
the future.
Outsiders.
the
friendship
among
Teenpart
Titans
would
last far
into the
All Characters and related elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.

JBO>IA O@EBO When Green Arrow makes a ranged combat
attack, modify his attack value by +2.

   Oliver Quinn
 


 Dick GraysonMore Fun Comics #73 (1941)



After both
TheStar
Brave
Cityand
andtheGreen
BoldArrow
#54 (1964)
were nearly
 
he trained
and fought
crime
destroyed,
Oliver QuinnThough
retreated
to healalongside
and train,Batman
and returned
wielding

©2008 WizKids, Inc.

IROOV

    
(s08)




TRICKSTER AND PIED PIPER
Police, Rogues, Secret Society of Super Villains


B>ABOPEFM
    (Perplex)

FO¦>IHFKD ELBP LV RWWBOP >KA JLHB
LJ?P Trickster and Pied Piper can use Leap/Climb, Poison, and

Smoke Cloud.

 ¦

 (Leap/Climb)

FMBO Trickster and Pied Piper can use Mind Control and

Penetrating/Psychic
Blast.
Psychic Blast.

    (Energy Explosion)
   James Jesse (Trickster) and Hartley Rathaway (Pied Piper)
   Flash #113 (1960—Trickster), Flash

     (Pulse Wave)

#106 (1959—Pied Piper)
 

  Dick After
Grayson
years as members of the Flash’s Rogues, both
 

and thereformed,
Bold #54only
(1964)
the
Trickster
and the Pied PiperThe
hadBrave
seemingly
to end up
 
Thoughthey
he trained
alongside
fought
crime
alongside
the Rogues when
killed Bart
Allen, Batman
then theand
Flash.
Shocked
byGotham
what they
donetheand
the runteamed
from heroes
for justice,
in
City,had
Robin
BoyonWonder
up withlooking
other teen
super the
pair wasto instead
by villains
who shackled
together
cast
heroes
answer captured
calls for help
from teenagers
aroundthem
the world.
Fastandallies,
themfriendship
out to meet
theirthefate.
the
among
Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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     (Super Senses)
    
(s08)




DEATHSTROKE
Martial Artist, Soldier

LRDEKBPP
B>ABOPEFM
BDBKBO>QFLK

 (Stealth)

    (Willpower)

E>ODB

RQTFQ

    (Flurry)

>PQBO >@QF@F>K Deathstroke can use Outwit. Modify Deathstroke’s

attack value by +1 for each adjacent opposing character. When Deathstroke
makes a close combat attack, he can compare the attack roll to the defense
value of any number of adjacent opposing characters (minimum 1); the
damage dealt by the attack can be divided in any way among the successfully
hit targets provided that all damage dealt is divided among them.

  (Perplex)

(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)
  (Psychic
Blast)

in
Gotham
Robin the
Boy Wonder
teamed
upthat
withheother
Slade
WilsonCity,
heightened
physical
and mental
abilities
put toteen
use super
as a
heroes
to answer
calls forforhelp
teenagers
the hatred
world.forFast
mercenary
and an assassin
hire.from
Though
he has around
a particular
theallies,
Teen
the
friendship
among
the
Teen
Titans
would
last
far
into
the
future.
Titans, two of his children have been members of the team.
All Characters and related elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.

    (Energy Explosion)
 (Blades/Claws/Fangs)


 
 
 Dick
SladeGrayson
Wilson
 
the#2
Bold
#54 (1964)
 
The
NewBrave
Teen and
Titans
(1980)


Though
he trained
alongside
and fought
  Experiments
attempting
to createBatman
a super-soldier
gavecrime
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  (Leap/Climb)

    
(s08)




NIGHTWING
Detective, Gotham City, Martial Artist,
Outsiders, Police, Teen Titans

LJ?>Q
B>ABOPEFM
B^BUBP

R>I BJ?BOPEFM Nightwing can use the Outsiders and

B>ABOPEFM

Titans team abilities and possesses the

     (Perplex)

   (Leap/Climb)

BQB@QFSB (Outwit)

 (Incapacitate)

and

team symbols.

     (Smoke Cloud)

FPQF@RCCP Nightwing can use Flurry.

   Dick Grayson
   Tales of the Teen Titans #44 (1984)
 

  DickWhen
Grayson
he felt he had outgrown the role of Robin,
 

The Brave
andthethenew
Boldheroic
#54 identity
(1964)of
Dick
Grayson
set it aside but soon
adopted
 
he trained
alongside
Batmanalongside
and fought
Nightwing.
Despite hisThough
new name,
Nightwing
still fought
hiscrime

@OL?>Q Nightwing can use Combat Reflexes, Energy
Shield/Deflection, and Leap/Climb.

thoughuphewith
chose
defend
the city
in
Gothamfriends
City, Robin
BoyTitans,
Wonderandteamed
otherto teen
super
longtime
in thetheTeen
of Blüdhaven,
he calls
wouldforoften
returnteenagers
to Gotham
City to
alongside
his
heroes
to answer
help from
around
thefight
world.
Fast allies,
mentor,
Batman.
the
friendship
among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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BLUE BEETLE
Extreme Justice, Justice League International, Scientist,
Super Buddies

LJ?>Q
B>ABOPEFM
B^BUBP
T>E¦E>¦E>¦E>E Blue Beetle can use Perplex. When Blue
Beetle is adjacent to a friendly Booster Gold, he can use Outwit.

B>M¥IFJ?

IROOV

  (Perplex)

 RK Blue Beetle can use Force Blast and Incapacitate. He

can also be given a power action to make a ranged combat attack
targeting a single opposing character (ignoring friendly characters for
line of fire purposes). If the attack succeeds the target is dealt no
damage; instead, roll a d6. The target is knocked back a number of
squares equal to the result -2 (minimum 1 square); the target breaks
away automatically, can move through squares adjacent to opposing
characters, and can be dealt knock back damage.

   Ted Kord
   Captain Atom #83 (1966)
  An inventor and heir to Kord Industries, Ted Kord

 Dick
Grayson
set
aside
the family
business
to launch a new career as the Blue Beetle,
  
TheJustice
Brave and
the Bold
#54he(1964)
eventually
earning a place in the
League.
Though
often found
 
he trained alongsidewhen
Batman
alongside
and fought
his best
crime
himself
in embarrassingThough
situations—particularly

   (Energy Shield/Deflection)

in
friend
Gotham
Booster
City,Gold—Beetle
Robin the Boy commanded
Wonder teamed
enough
up with
respect
otherthat
teenhissuper
murder
heroes
sent shockwaves
to answer calls
through
for help
the heroic
from teenagers
community
around
and was
the world.
one ofFast
the allies,
factors
the
leading
friendship
to a crisis
among
thattheshook
Teenthe
Titans
entire
would
multiverse.
last far into the future.
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MAMMOTH
Brute, Fearsome Five


B>ABOPEFM
(Close Combat Expert)
BQ T>V COLJ V FPQBO All targets of successful close
combat attacks made by Mammoth are knocked back.

E>ODB

>QQIB ROV

IROOV
KPBM>O>?IB Mammoth can use Super Strength.
Modify Mammoth’s attack value by +2 if he has a clear line of fire
to Shimmer.
  (Quake)

   Baran Flinders
   New Teen Titans #3 (1981)
  Fiercely loyal to his sister Shimmer, Baran Flinders

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV

lashed out at the children who teased them for being different. Years later,
 would
 follow
 Dick
Grayson
Baran
Shimmer
in joining the Fearsome Five and take on
 

The Brave
Though
and the
theBold
siblings
#54would
(1964)
one day
an
alias befitting
his size: Mammoth.
 to
Though hein trained
and fought
crime
retreat
a Tibetan monastery
search alongside
of peace, Batman
their former
teammate
in
Gotham
City,seeking
Robin the
Boy Wonder
teamed
up withWhen
otherDr.teen
super
Psimon
came
revenge
and killed
Shimmer.
Sivana
heroes
calls for Five,
help from
teenagers
around
Fastbrought
allies,
formedtoa answer
new Fearsome
Mammoth
joined
only the
afterworld.
Sivana
the
friendship
his sister
backamong
to life.the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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HAWK AND DOVE
Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM
  (Charge)

 (Leap/Climb)

RMBO QOBKDQE
S>Q>OP LC E>LP >KA OABO Hawk and Dove can use
Super Senses and Toughness.

   Hank Hall (Hawk) and Don Hall (Dove)
   Showcase #75 (1966)
  Brash, aggressive Hank Hall often argued with his
 scholarly
 
Dick Grayson
quiet,
brother
Don—a clash of personalities that persisted even
 

Thegranted
Brave and
the Boldto #54
(1964)
after
the two
were mysteriously
the power
become
the heroes
 and

Dove. Together
Though
theyhefought
trainedcrime
alongside
and were
Batman
longtime
and fought
allies crime
of
Hawk

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV

   (Close Combat Expert)

in
theGotham
Teen Titans,
City, Robin
but Don
the would
Boy Wonder
die saving
teamed
a child
up with
during
other
a worldwide
teen supercrisis
heroes
before Hank
to answer
wouldcalls
learn
for the
helptrue
fromsource
teenagers
of their
around
powers—the
the world. Fast
nearlyallies,
the
omnipotent
friendshipLords
among
of Chaos
the Teen
andTitans
Order.would last far into the future.
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PSIMON
Fearsome Five, Psychic

B>ABOPEFM
FKA LKQOLI

BIBHFKBPFP

Penetrating/Psychic
Blast
PV@EF@ I>PQ

Á     (Super Senses)
   Simon Jones
   New Teen Titans #3 (1980)
  An experiment by Simon Jones let him contact
dimensions—including
  Dick Graysonone inhabited by the demonic Trigon, who
other
 
The Brave
the Bolddestroy
#54 (1964)
gave
Jones
powerful psychic abilities
andand
a mission:
the Earth.
 the

Though
he ittrained
alongside
by Batman
Dr. Light,and
Psimon
foughtquickly
crime
Joining
Fearsome Five
when
was formed

K LRO B>A Psimon can use Outwit and Shape Change.

in
usurped
Gothamcontrol
City, Robin
of thethe
group
Boyand
Wonder
turned
teamed
it toward
up with
his goal.
other Yet
teenwhen
superthe
heroes
Monitortogathered
answer calls
thoseforcritical
help from
to saving
teenagers
the Earth
aroundandthetheworld.
universe
Fast from
allies,
the
an approaching
friendship among
crisis,the
Psimon
Teen Titans
was among
would those
last farchosen.
into the future.
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LEAD AND TIN
Metal Men, Robot

B>ABOPEFM
E>MB
E>KDB

 ¦     (Running Shot)
RMBO QOBKDQE
B>JTLOH When Lead and Tin use the Duo Attack ability, modify
their attack value by +1 for the first attack; if the second attack is
against a different opposing character than the first attack, do not
modify their damage value by -1 for the second attack.

 


   Lead and Tin
 


 Dick GraysonShowcase #37 (1962)



The mostTheloyal
Brave
andand
steadfast
the Bold
member
#54 (1964)
of the team,
is the

Though
he trained
alongside
Batman
andadventures.
fought crime
Lead
slow-but-solid
rock the
Metal Men
rely upon
in their

All Characters and related elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.

 (Toughness)

FKQBOCBOBK@B Lead and Tin can use Outwit (but only against
targets 5 or fewer squares from them) and Shape Change.

in
Gotham
Robin the
Boycursed
Wonder
withand
other
teen super
Though
Tin’sCity,
insecurity
often
himteamed
to feel up
weak
uncertain,
he rarely
heroes to to
answer
callsbattle
for help
from teenagers
the world. Fast
hesitated
dive into
alongside
his friendsaround
and teammates,
evenallies,
when
friendship
themight
Teen Titans
into ifthedestroyed.
future.
itthewas
possibleamong
that they
not bewould
able tolastbefar
rebuilt
©2008 WizKids, Inc.
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UNCLE SAM
Freedom Fighters, Herald, Soldier


B>ABOPEFM
Á   (Toughness)

       (Leap/Climb)

 Á      (Regeneration)

     

    

(Leadership)

P FD >P V LRKQOV Uncle Sam has the

symbol.

damage

 (Flurry)

    (Phasing/Teleport)
FSB B LRO FOBA LRO LLO When Uncle Sam makes
a close combat attack, modify his attack value by +1 for each friendly
character 4 or fewer squares away to which Uncle Sam can draw a clear line
of fire and that is marked with one or more action tokens.

   Á   (Support)

  Á    (Quake)
   Uncle Sam
 


 Dick GraysonNational Comics #1 (1940)



Neither The
metahuman
Brave andnorthemystical,
Bold #54
Uncle
(1964)
Sam is the
 
Though spirit,
he trained
alongsidebyBatman
fought
crime
embodiment
of the American
empowered
the hopeandand
strength

      (Invulnerability)

in
City, people.
Robin theThroughout
Boy Wonder
with other
teentaken
supermany
of Gotham
the nation’s
theteamed
nation’suphistory
he has
heroes
helpmodern
from teenagers
around
the world.
FastSam,
allies,
names toandanswer
forms,calls
but for
in the
era he has
returned
as Uncle
Fighters.
the
the Teenheroes
Titanstowould
last asfarthe
intoFreedom
the future.
oftenfriendship
gatheringamong
like-minded
his side
©2008 WizKids, Inc.
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CHIEF
Doom Patrol, Scientist

B>ABOPEFM

O
>RIABO Chief
The Chief
can Support.
use Support.
Dr. Caulder
can use
>KFMRI>QB Chief
The Chief
can Leadership.
use Leadership.
If Leadership
would
Manipulate
can use
If Leadership
would

allow you to add an action
action toto your
your action
action total
total for
for the
the turn,
turn, you
you can
can
Chief’s
character
if there
instead put a Manipulate
Manipulatetoken
token on
on the
Chief’s
character
cardcard
if there
are two or fewer Manipulate tokens on the card. When another
friendly character would
would take
take pushing
pushing damage,
damage,you
youcan
canremove
removeaa
Manipulate token
Chief’s
character
a d6;
Manipulate
token from
from the
Chief’s
character
cardcard
andand
rollroll
a d6;
on on
a a
result of 3–6, the character ignores the pushing
pushing damage.
damage.
Strategist Chief
can use
and Mastermind
(he can
QO>QBDFPQ
The Chief
can Perplex
use Perplex
and Mastermind
(he deal
the damage
a friendly
that has that
a higher
value
can
deal the to
damage
to a character
friendly character
has apoint
higher
point
if thatifcharacter
sharesshares
a keyword
with Chief);
damage
value
that character
a keyword
with the
Chief);transferred
damage
using Strategist
not bemay
laternot
dealt
Chief.
transferred
usingmay
Strategist
laterto be
dealt to the Chief.

   Niles Caulder
   My Greatest Adventure #80 (1963)
  Though Niles Caulder is confined to a wheelchair,

RQTFQ

his genius has allowed him to reach out and change the world. Using the
wealth created by his inventions, Caulder formed the Doom Patrol—not
to protect
 the
 Dick
Grayson
but also to teach humanity to accept the
only
innocent
“freaks”
 he

andThough
the Bold
(1964)
invited to be part The
of hisBrave
team.
he #54
was respectfully


Though heoftrained
alongside
Batman
andhad
fought
called “the
Chief” by members
the team,
the Doom
Patrol
to crime
in
Gotham City,
the Boywith
Wonder
teamed up with otherCaulder
teen super
reconsider
their Robin
relationship
the always-manipulative
when
heroes
to answer
calls for
around
world. Fast
they began
to suspect
thathelp
he from
mightteenagers
have caused
thethe
accidents
that allies,
led
the
among
Teen Titans would last far into the future.
themfriendship
to join the
DoomthePatrol.
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KYLE RAYNER
Green Lantern Corps, JLA


B>ABOPEFM
(Impervious)
LKPQOR@QP Kyle Rayner can use Barrier. Any opposing character

adjacent to a barrier terrain marker placed by Kyle Rayner that attempts to
move (or would be moved by a power, ability, or effect used by another
character) must attempt to break away; this effect ignores powers, abilities, and effects that allow a character to break away automatically.

LK Kyle Rayner can use the Quintessence team ability.

   (Toughness)

RKKFKD ELQ

   (Energy Shield/Deflection)

E>PFKD¥BIBMLOQ

 (Perplex)

   (Telekinesis)

   (Ranged Combat Expert)

   (Energy Explosion)


 
 
 Dick
Kyle Grayson
Rayner
 
Brave
and the
#54 (1964)
 
The
Green
Lantern
#48Bold
(1994)


Though
trained
alongside
Batman
andCorps
fought
crime
  Once the lastheGreen
Lantern,
when the Green
Lantern
reformed
Kyle

   (Incapacitate)

in
Gotham
City, Robin
thepowerful
Boy Wonder
teamed
up Torchbearer
with otherof the
teenCorps.
super
Rayner
found himself
host to the
entity known
as Ion and
Yet after he was
heroes
calls
forhost
help
from
teenagers
thebyworld.
FastCorps,
allies,
corrupting
influencearound
of Parallax
the Sinestro
Kyle evenstripped oftoIonanswer
and forcibly
made
to the
the
friendship
among
the
Teen
Titans
would
last
far
into
the
future.
tually returned to the familiar power levels of a normal Green Lantern and set out to explore the multiverse.
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WONDER GIRL

RIIBQP >KA O>@BIBQP Wonder Girl can use Toughness.
B>ABOPEFM
When
Wonder Girl is the target of a ranged combat attack, she can

Amazon, Teen Titans

use Super Senses.

E>ODB

  (Energy Shield/Deflection)

  (Running Shot)

LRDEKBPP

IROOV

     (Enhancement)

B>M¥IFJ?
   Donna Troy
   New Teen Titans #1 (1980)
  One of the founding members of the Teen Titans,
 Girl
remained
 Dickwith
Grayson
Wonder
the team as its members went through many
  
the Bold
changes—some
of which wereThetoBrave
Donnaand
herself.
Each#54
time(1964)
she and her
 thought

Though
he trained
alongside
natureBatman
and origins,
and fought
new crime
friends
they had
discovered
her true

RMBO QOBKDQE
FB M Wonder Girl can use Incapacitate as if she had a range value of 6.
When she uses Incapacitate and successfully hits a target opposing character,
you can give an action token to a second opposing character that has zero or
one action token that is adjacent to the target, if the attack roll would also hit
the second character.

in
secrets
Gotham
would
City,beRobin
discovered,
the Boy until
Wonder
finally
teamed
it wasuprevealed
with other
thatteen
Donna
superwas
heroes
one of to
theanswer
most critical
calls forpeople
help from
in theteenagers
multiverse,
around
her the
fateworld.
tangled
Fastwith
allies,
that
the
of many
friendship
worldsamong
and universes.
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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HARBINGER
Herald

B>ABOPEFM
      (Probability Control)

LR OB BBABA Harbinger can use Phasing/Teleport. Give

Harbinger a power action and choose a friendly character that is 6
or fewer squares from her. Put the chosen character in the square
occupied by Harbinger, and then put Harbinger in the square occupied
by the chosen character; then deal Harbinger 1 unavoidable damage.

E>PFKD¥BIBMLOQ
  (Pulse Wave)
KBODV UMILPFLK
   Lyla Michaels
   Crisis on Infinite Earths #1 (1985)
 

  DickDestined
Grayson to die as a child, Lyla Michaels was instead
 
ThetoBrave
the Bold
#54
saved
by 
the Monitor and raised
play aand
critical
role in
his(1964)
battle with
Anti-Monitor.

Though
he trained
alongside
crime
the
For many
years
she served
as hisBatman
assistantandandfought
historian,

KBODV EFBIA¥B^B@QFLK
OLPPQFJB BO>IAP Harbinger has the

she was
to become
heraldupaswith
Harbinger,
ablesuper
to split
in
Gotham
City,empowered
Robin the Boy
Wonder his
teamed
other teen
until
into many
parts tocalls
gather
the heroes
and villains
the the
Monitor
to
heroes
to answer
for help
from teenagers
around
world.needed
Fast allies,
overcome
the among
approaching
crisis.
the
friendship
the Teen
Titans would last far into the future.
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FORERUNNER
Herald, Warrior

LJ?>Q
B>ABOPEFM
B^BUBP
     

B>M¥IFJ?

(Exploit Weakness)

IROOV

 Á  (Battle Fury)

   (Super Strength)

I>ABP¥I>TP¥>KDP

LKLO Forerunner can use Willpower.

   Viza Aziv
   Countdown #46 (2007)
 

  DickCenturies
Grayson of war on an alternate Earth meant that
 

Thepeople
Brave survived.
and the Bold
(1964)
only
the strongest
of Viza Aziv’s
Given#54
to the
Monitors
shaped

he trained
alongsidedeath,”
BatmanForerunner
and foughtwas
crime
and
to be theirThough
“instrument
of righteous

   (Super Senses)

dangersuptowith
theother
multiverse—until
in
Gotham City,
the destruction
Boy Wonderofteamed
teen super
honor-bound
to Robin
the utter
she wastocontacted
by for
Monarch
and teenagers
convincedaround
that thethegreatest
threatallies,
to
heroes
answer calls
help from
world. Fast
multiverseamong
might the
actually
the would
Monitors
the friendship
Teen be
Titans
lastthemselves.
far into the future.
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MARY MARVEL
Fawcett City


B>ABOPEFM
   (Invulnerability)

LRDEKBPP

    (Hypersonic Speed)

   (Willpower)

E>ODB

   (Close Combat Expert)

IROOV

FPALJ LC BOERQF Mary Marvel can use Perplex, but she
can modify only her own combat values.

  (Quake)

 (Exploit Weakness)

    (Super Strength)


 
 
 Dick
MaryGrayson
Batson
 
Brave and#47
the(2007)
Bold #54 (1964)
 
The
Countdown


Though
trainedlostalongside
fought
crimefrom
  When MaryheBatson
her powersBatman
and foundand
herself
separated

in
Robin
thesheBoywasWonder
teamed
up with was
othernecessary
teen super
theGotham
rest of theCity,
Marvel
Family,
determined
to do whatever
in order to
regain hertoabilities,
the powers
of Black
Adam the
in place
of those
given to
heroes
answerincluding
calls foraccepting
help from
teenagers
around
world.
Fastonce
allies,
her byfriendship
Shazam. The
darkerthe
nature
her newwould
abilitieslast
soonfarthreatened
overpower her oncethe
among
Teenof Titans
into thetofuture.
cheerful nature, and opened her up to a deeper corruption by the demon Eclipso.
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    (Pulse Wave)
    

042


MORDRU
Mystical, Ruler

WHAT
WAS NEVER BORN CAN NEVER DIE
B>ABOPEFM
(Regeneration)

Phasing/Teleport

Outwit

Dark Lord Mordru can use Barrier, Energy Explosion,

Penetrating/Psychic Blast, Pulse Wave, Smoke Cloud, and
Telekinesis. Mordru has the damage symbol.

Perplex
Lord of Chaos Mordru can use Outwit. When Mordru uses

Pulse Wave

Outwit, he can use it normally or choose to counter all powers of
a target character 4 or fewer squares away.

MERCILESS (Penetrating/Psychic Blast)
REAL NAME: Mordru
FIRST APPEARANCE: Adventure Comics #369 (1968)
BACKGROUND: A Lord of Chaos and one of the most powerful
sorcerers
in the 
universe,
Mordru’s might is such that it reaches across
 
Dick Grayson
the
millenia
and has allowed him
to conquer
entire
Though
 

The Brave
and the
Boldworlds.
#54 (1964)
it
is believed
that he was
oncehea sorcerer
known asBatman
Wrynn and
fromfought
the crime

Though
trained alongside

Impervious

Super Senses

otherworldly
kingdoms
Gemworld,
has alsoup been
said that
timeline
in Gotham City,
Robin theof Boy
Wonder itteamed
with other
teenhis
super
has
no beginning
or end:
Mordru
never born
andthepossibly
heroes
to answer calls
for help
fromwas
teenagers
around
world. can
Fastnever
allies,
truly
be defeated.
the friendship
among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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MONARCH
Armor, Soldier


B>ABOPEFM
     (Energy Shield/Deflection)
RKKFKD ELQ

  (Leadership)

IBBA¦ RJM Monarch can use Phasing/Teleport and Running
Shot. When Monarch uses Phasing/Teleport, roll a d6 and replace
Monarch’s speed value with 6 plus the result.

     (Probability Control)

KBODV UMILPFLK

>KDBA LJ?>Q UMBOQ

    (Pulse Wave)

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV

   Nathaniel Adam
   Battle for Bludhaven #6 (2006)
 

  DickBorn
Grayson
from a future that never came to be, Monarch
 
Brave
theYet
Boldas #54
(1964)
was
once
Hank Hall, the hero The
known
as and
Hawk.
Captain
Atom’s
 forced

Thoughjumps
he trained
alongside
Batman and
crime
powers
him to make
through
the timestream,
he fought
found that

LRDEKBPP

take the
placeupof with
Hall,other
and as
thesuper
new
in
thehim
BoytoWonder
teamed
teen
hisGotham
journeysCity,
hadRobin
caused
Monarchto he
positioned
to build
an army
outside
multiverse
that
heroes
answer
calls forhimself
help from
teenagers
around
the the
world.
Fast allies,
couldfriendship
challengeamong
the Monitors
their
the
the Teenwho
Titansclaimed
would itlastasfar
intodomain.
the future.
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(Support)
B>ABOPEFM

ACCOMPLISHED PERFECT
PHYSICIAN
Great Ten

    (Leap/Climb)

(Outwit)

(Incapacitate)

 (Quake)
(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)
 (Psychic
Blast)

   Yao Fei
   52 Week 6 (2006)
  Once a member of the Red Army, Yao Fei witnessed

that drove
Dickhim
Grayson
an
atrocity
to become an outlaw who answered not to his
  
Brave and
Boldand#54
(1964) of
superiors
but to his conscience.TheAccepting
thethe
office
responsibilities
Accomplished

Though
he trained
alongside
withBatman
China were
and fought
many crime
and
the
Perfect
Physician,
his battles

(Super Senses)

     (Willpower)

in
costly
Gotham
untilCity,
the two
Robinsides
the Boy
finallyWonder
came teamed
to an understanding.
up with other teen
Now super
part of the
heroes
Great Ten
to answer
and a super-functionary
calls for help fromserving
teenagers
the around
Chinesethepeople,
world.the
FastPhysician
allies,
the
knows
friendship
how toamong
use sound
the Teen
to both
Titans
healwould
and destroy.
last far into the future.
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B>ABOPEFM

     

(Pulse Wave)

TRIGON
Deity, Mystical, Ruler

  

JMBOSFLRP

    (Phasing/Teleport)
LMMIBD>KDBO Give Trigon a power action. Put up to three SPECIAL markers
in unoccupied squares to which Trigon has line of fire adjacent to opposing characters 8
or fewer squares from him; these are doppelganger tokens. Doppelganger tokens are
not characters or terrain, but can be destroyed as if they are blocking terrain. Characters
opposing to Trigon must break away from doppelganger tokens. When a character
opposing to Trigon occupies a square adjacent to a doppelganger token or tokens and
is given a non-free action, deal the character 1 penetrating damage if the character
is adjacent to a doppelganger token after the action is resolved. No more than three
doppelganger tokens can be on the map at a time. At the end of any non–free action
given to Trigon, he can remove any number of doppelganger tokens from the map.

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV
LRDEKBPP
¦ (Ranged Combat Expert)
BPE>MB B>IFQV Trigon can use Outwit. Once during your

turn, Trigon can use Barrier as a free action, but he can place only up
to two barrier terrain markers.

 (Flurry)
       

   (Probability Control)

(Energy Explosion)

   Dick Grayson
 Trigon The Brave and the Bold #54 (1964)



 

New
Teen alongside
Titans #2Batman
(1981)and fought crime

Though he
trained


Half-human and half-god, Trigon destroyed an entire world as a child and quickly
in
Gotham
City, Robin the
Boy Wonder teamed up with other teen super

   

   

(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)
(Psychic
Blast)

amassed an empire reaching across millions of worlds in his dimension. Determined to conquer Earth, he sent his daugh-

heroes
to answer
for that
helpshefrom
the world.
allies,
suspecting
would teenagers
gather a group around
of young heroes
called the Fast
Teen Titans
in an effort
ter Raven before
him, littlecalls
the
friendship
Teenhim
Titans
wouldnotlastbefore
farheinto
not only
to defeat theamong
demon butthe
to destroy
entirely—but
forcedthe
themfuture.
to face their darkest fears.
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STAR SAPPHIRE


B>ABOPEFM
   (Invulnerability)

LRDEKBPP

RKKFKD ELQ

KBODV EFBIA¥B^B@QFLK

 (Force Blast)

  (Perplex)

  (Telekinesis)



     (Incapacitate)

   (Ranged Combat Expert)

   Carol Ferris
   All-Flash Comics #32 (1947)
  For many years Green Lantern believed that a race
 as
 Dick Grayson
known
the Zamorans
were using a single crystal to possess the body of
 

The Braveherand
Boldqueen,
#54 Star
(1964)
his
girlfriend
Carol Ferris and transform
intothetheir
Sapphire,


Though
he trained
alongside
fought
own. Only
recentlyBatman
has heand
learned
thatcrime
the
and give her powers similar to his

KBODV UMILPFLK

  (Barrier)

in
Gothamis City,
Robin
theown
Boypower
Wonderring,
teamed
up with
other teenhave
superused
sapphire
similar
to his
and that
the Zamorans
heroes
answer
calls foranhelp
from
the world. Fast
allies,
many oftothem
to create
entire
Starteenagers
Sapphirearound
Corps determined
to spread
the
friendshipvengeance
among the
Teen Titans
wouldspurn
last love—across
far into the future.
love—and
against
those who
the universe.
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TEMPEST
Atlantis, Mystical, Politician, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM
 (Toughness)

LJ?>Q B^BUBP

RJJLK QEB IBJBKQP Tempest can use Charge. Clear
grounded terrain 3 or fewer squares from Tempest that does not
contain objects, terrain markers, or debris tokens is water terrain.

 (Perplex)

IROOV

   (Phasing/Teleport)

 (Incapacitate)

   Garth
   Tempest #1 (1996)
  After his girlfriend Aquagirl was killed by Chemo

 (Energy Explosion)

during a crisis, Aqualad drifted away from his friends in the Teen Titans
and his mentor Aquaman. Wandering the oceans, he was pulled into
 dimension
  Dick
Grayson
another
where
he discovered that his purple eyes hinted at a
heritage
 of
The allowed
Brave and
#54 “mystic
(1964)water.”
elemental power that
himtheto Bold
summon


Though
he trained
alongside
Batman
and and
fought
crime
Trained by the sorcerer Atlan, Garth
returned
with new
powers
a new
in
Gotham City, Robin
the Boy
Wonderheteamed
up with
otherthe
teenTitans,
super
name—Tempest.
Newly
confident,
eventually
rejoined
heroes
answer
calls for
help from teenagers
world.with
Fasttheallies,
becametothe
Atlantean
ambassador,
and startedaround
a newthefamily
the
friendship
the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
woman
knownamong
as Dolphin.
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DARKSEID
DARKSEID
Apokolips,
Apokalips, Ruler

LRDEKBPP
B>ABOPEFM
LRDEKBPP

>PQBO
>PQBOQO>QBDFPQ
QO>QBDFPQDarkseid
DarkseidcancanuseuseOutwit
OutwitandandPerplex.
Perplex.

  (Phasing/Teleport)
Omega CCB@Q
Effect Before Darkseid makes a ranged
ranged combat
combat attack,
attack,
JBD>
can choose
choose any
any oror all
all ofof the
the following
following options
optionsfor
for the
the attack:
attack:
you can
value isis halved
halved and
andhis
hisline
lineofoffire
fireignores
ignores
1) Darkseid’s range value
and hindering
hinderingterrain;
terrain;2)2)Modify
ModifyDarkseid’s
Darkseid’sdamage
damage
characters and
value by
by –2;
–2; damage
damage from
from the
the attack
attack isis penetrating
penetratingdamage;
damage;3)
value
3) Darkseid’s
damage
andattack
is locked;
if theput
attack
Darkseid’s
damage
valuevalue
is 0;isif0the
succeeds,
the target
put the target
any unoccupied
squaretowithin
Darkseid’s range
whichDarkseid’s
he has a
insucceeds,
any unoccupied
squareinwithin
rangeline
to which
clear
of fire.he has a clear line of fire.

RQTFQ
RQTFQ

(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)
    (Psychic
Blast)

 
 Uxas
Uxas
 

Superman’s
Superman’sPalPalJimmy
JimmyOlsen
Olsen#134
#134(1970)
(1970)





 DickUnquestioned
Grayson
Unquestionedruler
rulerof ofthetheplanet
planetApokalips,
Apokalips,Darkseid
Darkseid

The
Brave
and
the
Bold
#54Darkseid
(1964)
is destined
is
destined
to tofallfallto tohishissonsonOrion.
Orion.
YetYetbefore
before
thisthis
occurs,
occurs,
Darkseidis is


Though
he trained
alongside
and
fought
determined
determined
to toconquer
conquer
thetheuniverse
universe
andandremake
remakeit Batman
init inhishisown
ownimage.
image.crime

ofthetheOmega
OmegaEffect,
Effect,
hehecontinually
continually
searches
searches
in
Gotham
City,
themaster
BoyofWonder
teamed
up with
other
teen super
Though
Though
hehe
is already
is Robin
alreadymaster
forforwhat
what
hebelieves
believes
bethethe
ultimate
ultimate
weapon:
weapon:
thethe
Anti-Life
Anti-Life
Equation
thatthat
heroes
to he
answer
callstofortobehelp
from
teenagers
around
the
world.Equation
Fast
allies,
willwill
allow
allowhimhim
to todominate
dominate
all all
lifelifein would
inthetheuniverse.
universe.
the
friendship
among
the Teen
Titans
last
far into the future.
©2008
©2008
WizKids,
WizKids,
Inc. Inc.

All Characters
All Characters
and and
related
related
elements
elements
are trademarks
are trademarks
of and
of and
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JMBOSFLRP
II FII BOSB >OHPBFA Darkseid can use Invulnerability,
Mastermind, and Willpower.

    




WILL MAGNUS AND PLATINUM
Metal Men, Robot, Scientist

B>ABOPEFM

KPQ>?IB (Non-Optional) Will Magnus and Platinum can’t be
given a non-free action when they are marked with one or more
tokens.
   (Toughness)
>OQF@RI>OIV BPFPQ>KQ Will Magnus and Platinum can

use Defend and Toughness. Their defense value can’t be modified
to a lower value.

L?LQF@FPQ Will Magnus and Platinum can use Perplex. When

they use Perplex, they can use it normally or modify by +1 or –1 the
same combat value (except damage value) of all friendly characters
with which they share at least two keywords (all other rules for
Perplex apply normally).

   Dr. Will Magnus and Platinum
   Showcase #37 (1962)
 

  DickBrilliant
Graysonscientist Will Magnus is the creator of the
  
The Brave
and the
#54humanlike
(1964)
responsometer,
a device that gives
the robots
he Bold
creates
 
Though that
he trained
alongside
Batman
fought
intelligence
and personalities
often seem
to come
moreandfrom
the crime

intentteamed
of theirupcreator.
Among
Metal
in
Gotham
City, made
Robin of
thethan
Boy the
Wonder
with other
teenthe
super
metals
they’re
Men created
by Magnus
Platinum,
a femalearound
robot who
has fallen
love
heroes
to answer
calls forishelp
from teenagers
the world.
Fast in
allies,
withfriendship
the man among
who built
the
theher.
Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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CAPTAIN MARVEL, JR.
Fawcett City, Outsiders, Teen, Teen Titans


B>ABOPEFM
Á    (Toughness)

  

   (Hypersonic Speed)

 (Willpower)

   (Exploit Weakness)

E>ODB

      (Outwit)

IROOV

    (Super Strength)

    (Quake)

   Freddy Freeman
   Whiz Comics #25 (1941)
 

  DickOrphaned
Grayson and severely injured during a battle
  Captain

The ofBrave
and the Bold
#54Freeman
(1964) was
between
Marvel and one
his nemeses,
Freddy
 to
Though who
he trained
alongside
fought
crime
taken
the wizard Shazam,
brought
Freddy Batman
into the and
Marvel
Family

     (Invulnerability)

Junior.
Though
heteen
spends
much
in
City, Robin
the Captain
Boy Wonder
teamed
up with
other
super
byGotham
transforming
him into
Marvel,
of his time
in Fawcett
City,help
"CM3"
also ventured
out world.
to joinFast
teams
like
heroes
to answer
calls for
from has
teenagers
around the
allies,
Teen Titansamong
and the
the friendship
theOutsiders.
Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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KING AND QUEEN
Royal Flush Gang

B>ABOPEFM
Á 

 (Mind Control)

      (Incapacitate)

Á

 ¦

Á

powers,
found that
he was
no longer
dyingsuper
of cancer
in Gotham
City, Robin
theCarny
Boy Wonder
teamed
up with
other teen
vated
his latent
but nowtonearly
His Queen
was oncearound
Broadway
star Mona
Taylor,
heroes
answerimmortal.
calls for help
from teenagers
the world.
Fast allies,
whofriendship
joined theamong
Gang the
to wield
a scepter
thatlastcould
create
the
Teen Titans
would
far into
therealistic
future. illusions.
All Characters and related elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.

 (Regeneration)

  (Leadership)

   Joe Carny and Mona Taylor
  Justice League of America #203 (1982)
 

  DickOnce
Grayson
the "King of Hobos," Joe Carny had a natural
  
The Brave
and astheKing
Boldof#54
(1964)
charisma
amplified by the costume
he wore
the Royal
Flush
 Later,

Thoughbomb
he trained
and fought
Gang.
when a genetic
set offalongside
during anBatman
alien invasion
acti-crime

©2008 WizKids, Inc.

  (Super Senses)

  (Shape Change)
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PSYCHO-PIRATE
Psychic, Secret Society of Super Villains

E>MB
B>ABOPEFM
E>KDB

  (Mind Control)

Á 

    (Incapacitate)

         
(Poison)

         (Super Senses)
ÁJ LRO BPQ OFBKA When Psycho-Pirate is the target of a
successful close combat attack, he ignores the damage dealt unless
the attack roll is doubles.

   Roger Hayden
   Showcase #56 (1965)
  Roger Hayden was in prison when his dying
 
 ofDick
cellmate
told him
theGrayson
Medusa Mask. Hayden found the mask and began
 
abilities
The Brave
and thethe
Bold
#54 (1964)During
using
its emotion-projecting
to become
Psycho-Pirate.

trainedupon
alongside
to helpBatman
the Monitor
and fought
but then
crime
a
multiversal
crisis, he Though
was firsthecalled

B>O    >QB    L>QEFKD    Psycho-Pirate can use
Perplex, but he can modify combat values only by –2.

in
forcibly
Gotham
recruited
City, Robin
awaythebyBoy
the Wonder
Anti-Monitor.
teamedTheupchaos
with other
of theteen
crisissuper
drove
heroes
the Psycho-Pirate
to answer calls
mad,forand
helpthough
from teenagers
confined toaround
Arkham
theAsylum
world. Fast
he returned
allies,
the
during
friendship
a later among
crisis tothe
aidTeen
the plans
Titans ofwould
Alex last
Luthor.
far into the future.
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BLACK ADAM
Justice Society, Monster Society of Evil, Ruler


B>ABOPEFM
   (Impervious)
   (Invulnerability)

E>ODB

LRDEKBPP

    (Hypersonic Speed)

 (Battle Fury)

IROOV

   (Exploit Weakness)

  (Quake)

LTBO LC QLK Black Adam can use Exploit Weakness
and Flurry.

    (Super Strength)

   Teth-Adam
 


 Dick GraysonMarvel Family #1 (1945)
Born millennia
ago inand
the kingdom
Khandaq,
Teth-Adam



The Brave
the Boldof#54
(1964)
ventured to Egypt after the murder of his wife and children. There he served Prince
  Though he trained alongside Batman and fought crime

FPALJ LC BERQF Black Adam can use Perplex, but he can
modify only his own combat values.

Khufu and was rewarded with power by the wizard Shazam. In the modern age he
in
Gotham City, Robin the Boy Wonder teamed up with other teen super
would come into conflict with Shazam’s other champions, serve alongside them in the
heroes
to answer
teenagers
around
the world.
Fast allies,
Justice Society,
and calls
finallyfor
sethelp
out tofrom
retake
and rebuild
his Khandaqi
homeland.
There
the
friendship
the lose
Teenthem,
Titansandwould
lasthisfarrageintoin the
future. rampage.
he would
find a among
new family,
unleash
a worldwide
©2008 WizKids, Inc.
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ALEX LUTHOR
Scientist

KBODV
B>ABOPEFM
EFBIA¥B^B@QFLK
>KFMRI>QLO Alex Luthor can use Outwit, Perplex,

  (Stealth)

 (Outwit)

    (Phasing/Teleport)

and Shape Change.

(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)
    (Psychic
Blast)

Earth 
154 +¸ Earth
>OQE
>OQE 462
 Alex
Alex Luthor
Luthor can
can use Penetrating/
Psychic Blast.
Psychic
Alex Luthor
action
counter the
Give
AlexBlast.
LuthorGive
a power
actionatopower
counter
the to
immediate
and
immediate
and ofongoing
a single target
battlefield
ongoing
effects
a singleeffects
targetofbattlefield
condition
until the
condition until
thenext
beginning
beginning
of your
turn. of your next turn.

RIPB >SB

   Alexander Luthor, Jr.
   Crisis on Infinite Earths #1 (1985)
 

  DickBorn
Grayson
on Earth-Three and son of Lex Luthor, that
 only

The Brave
andfrom
the Bold
#54 (1964)
world’s
hero, Alex was rocketed
away
the doomed
planet and its
 
Though
trained
Batman
andAlex’s
foughtgenius
crime
universe
by his father and
washefound
by alongside
the Monitor.
Though

RMBO BKPBP

overRobin
antimatter
helped
saveteamed
the universe,
would
in
the Boy
Wonder
up with he
other
teenlater
superreturn
andGotham
power City,
to endanger
it by calls
engineering
a newteenagers
crisis thataround
threatened
to tear
heroes
to answer
for help from
the world.
Fastapart
allies,the
multiverse
as among
he triedthe
to build
“the perfect
Earth.”
the
friendship
Teen Titans
would last
far into the future.
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SINESTRO

BQ ELPB EL OV QL QLM E>QÁP FDEQ
B>ABOPEFM
Sinestro
can use Energy Shield/Deflection, Toughness,

Green Lantern Corps, Ruler, Sinestro Corps

and Willpower.



K I>@HBPQ >V Sinestro can use Phasing/Teleport

   (Poison)

and Running Shot.

FKBPQOLÁP FDEQ Sinestro can use Energy Explosion and
Ranged Combat Expert. When Sinestro uses Energy Explosion,
damage dealt is penetrating damage.

E>PFKD¥BIBMLOQ

BOMIBU

E>ODB

RQTFQ

K OFDEQBPQ
FDEQ Sinestro can use Energy Explosion,
In
Brightest Night
Psychic
Blast, and Telekinesis.
Penetrating/Psychic
Blast, and Telekinesis.

UMILFQ B>HKBPP

     
(Pulse Wave)

   Sinestro
 


 Dick GraysonGreen Lantern #7 (1961)



Once among
The Brave
the greatest
and the Green
Bold #54
Lanterns,
(1964)
Sinestro
disgraced

Though
trained
was
and ejected
fromhethe
Corpsalongside
after he Batman
broughtand
orderfought
to hiscrime

LRDEKBPP

in
Gotham City,
Robin the Boy
up withAother
teen nemesis
super
homeworld
by conquering
andWonder
ruling itteamed
as a dictator.
longtime
defeated
returned
as the
heroes
to answer
calls forwas
helpoften
fromquickly
teenagers
arounduntil
the he
world.
Fast allies,
of Hal Jordan,
Sinestro
leader
of a new
corpsthe
wielding
yellowwould
power
the
friendship
among
Teen Titans
lastrings—the
far into theSinestro
future. Corps.
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SUPERGIRLSUPERGIRL
Legion of Super Heroes, Metropolis
Legion of Super Heroes, Metropolis

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV
B>ABOPEFM

RMBOPMBBA Supergirl
RMBOPMBBA
can use Hypersonic
SupergirlSpeed,
can usebutHypersonic
can make Speed, but can make

LRDEKBPP

only close combat attacks
only close
when combat
using Option
attacks1.when using Option 1.

Á    (Willpower)

IROOV

ILPB LJ?>Q UMBOQ

RMBO QOBKDQERMBO QOBKDQE

Á

R>HB

   ¦  

(Exploit Weakness)

IROOV

R>HB

 
 (Incapacitate)
(Incapacitate)
   Kara Zor-El/Linda Lee Danvers
   Action Comics #252 (1959)
 

  DickLast
Grayson
survivor of Argo City, the last city of Krypton,
 
andtothe
Bold #54
(1964)
Kara
Zor-El
was sent to Earth byThe
herBrave
parents
be raised
by her
cousin,
JMBOSFLRP
JMBOSFLRP
 
Though
trained
alongside
Batman
andshefought
Superman.
He taught her
to useheher
powers
as Supergirl
while
lived crime
with

Gothamfamily.
City, Robin
Wonder teamed
up with
other teen
ain human
Whenthe
theBoy
Anti-Monitor
threatened
to destroy
first super
Superman
heroes
answer
calls for
help from
around
the world.
Fast allies,
and
thento the
universe,
Supergirl
onceteenagers
again proved
herself
the world’s
greatthe heroine
friendship
the Teenherself
Titanstowould
far into the
est
as among
she sacrificed
protectlasteverything
shefuture.
loved.
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THE FLASH
Central City, Justice League of America, Scientist

Á
B>ABOPEFM
   (Outwit)

     

    (Probability Control)

(Hypersonic Speed)

>SB QL    BBM    RKKFKD    The Flash can use

Hypersonic Speed. When the Flash moves, he ignores the effects of
characters, hindering terrain, elevated terrain, and blocking terrain
on movement. He can’t end his movement on blocking terrain.

FJB QL >SB QEB LOIA The Flash can use Pulse Wave
as if he had a range value of 8.

       (Super Senses)
LQEFKD QL LPB The Flash can use Super Senses

   Barry Allen
   Showcase #4 (1956)


  
Dick Grayson
Crisis on Infinite Earths #8 (1985)



CapturedThe
andBrave
held and
on the
theantimatter
Bold #54world
(1964)
of Qward

theThough
he trained
Batman
and fought
crime
by
the Anti-Monitor,
Flash escaped
onlyalongside
to discover
an antimatter
cannon

and Willpower.

     (Willpower)

in
Gotham
City, Robin all
thethe
Boyworlds
Wonder
teamed
up with other
teen super
capable
of destroying
of the
positive-matter
multiverse.
Though
heroes
to answer
for help fromtheteenagers
around
world.sacrifice,
Fast allies,
weakened
from hiscalls
imprisonment,
Flash made
the the
ultimate
the
friendship
among
thelimit
TeentoTitans
would
far into
pushing
his speed
to the
destroy
the last
cannon
and the
savefuture.
the multiverse.
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NIGHTWING AND STARFIRE
Detective, Teen Titans, Warrior

B>ABOPEFM
  (Leadership)

BOMIBU

RKKFKD ELQ

     (Ranged Combat Expert)

     (Flurry)

  (Energy Explosion)

  (Incapacitate)
    
(Energy Shield/Deflection)

   Dick Grayson (Nightwing) and Koriand’r (Starfire)


  
Dick Grayson
Tales of the Teen Titans #44 (1984)



When the
Thealien
Bravewarrior
and the
princess
Bold #54
Koriand’r
(1964)
came to
 Dick

Though
trained
alongside
andtogether
fought crime
Earth,
Grayson was
one ofhethe
first people
sheBatman
met, and
the

LJ?>Q B^BUBP

in
City, Robin thein Boy
Wondera new
teamed
up ofwith
other
teenThe
supertwo
twoGotham
were instrumental
gathering
team
Teen
Titans.
and ataround
one point
were even
on the
heroes
to answerclose
callsfriends
for helpever
fromsince,
teenagers
the world.
Fast allies,
have remained
brinkfriendship
of marriage.
the
among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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THE SPECTRE
Detective, Herald, Justice Society, Mystical

JMBOSFLRP
B>ABOPEFM

Ghostly R>OAF>K
Guardian The Spectre can use Charge,
ELPQIV
possesses
Justice
Society
team ability.
Phasing/Teleport, and the
Justice the
Society
team
ability.

   (Super Senses)

IROOV

  (Regeneration)

     (Phasing/Teleport)

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV

   (Super Strength)

   (Outwit)
BKDB>K@B Give the Spectre a power action to make a close
combat or ranged combat attack, replacing his damage value with the
damage value of his target until the action is resolved; damage from
the attack is penetrating damage.
   Jim Corrigan

 Dick GraysonMore Fun Comics #52 ª«
 

 

The Brave
the BoldJim
#54Corrigan
(1964)was

When corrupt
policeanddetective
 
he trained
Batman
fought
murdered,
he found hisThough
spirit barred
fromalongside
the afterlife
and and
bound
to thecrime
in
GothamtheCity,
Robin
the Boy Wonder
teamed
up allied
with other
teenwith
super
Spectre,
spirit
of vengeance.
Though
he has
himself
the
heroes
callsSociety,
for help the
fromSpectre’s
teenagersmight
around
the world.
Fasttheallies,
reaches
beyond
heroes toof answer
the Justice
the
friendship
among
the
Teen
Titans
would
last
far
into
the
future.
mortal realm to rank among the greatest powers in the universe.
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   (Quake)

 ¦     (Poison)
     (Steal Energy)

    




MONITOR

RMBO
B>ABOPEFM
BKPBP

KSRIKBO>?FIFQV

     (Stealth)

LRDEKBPP

LSFKD >TKP LK QEB L>OA The Monitor can use
Leadership and Phasing/Teleport. When the Monitor uses Leadership
and gets a result of 54–6, he can either use it normally or give an
action token to an opposing character that has zero action tokens.

RQTFQ

E>PFKD¥BIBMLOQ

OL?>?FIFQV LKQOLI

Blast)
    (Psychic
(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)

   Unknown
   New Teen Titans #21 (1982)

Crisis on Infinite Earths #1 (1985)

  
Dick Grayson
Thirteen billion
as the
was (1964)
born of an Oan



The years
Braveago,and
themultiverse
Bold #54
scientific experiment, the being that would one day be called the Monitor and come to embody

 Though he trained alongside Batman and fought crime
the positive-matter universe was born on Oa’s moon. When the Monitor’s antimatter counterpart

KBODV UMILPFLK
A>MQFSB QO>QBDV The Monitor can use Barrier,
Energy Explosion, Perplex, and Support.

in
Gothamto City,
the Boy Wonder
with other
teen that
super
threatened
invadeRobin
the positive-matter
universe, teamed
the Monitoruplaunched
a campaign
would
heroes
help fromtheteenagers
aroundof the
world. Fast
allies,
last moretothananswer
a billioncalls
years,for
manipulating
heroes and villains
the multiverse
into position
the
friendship
among
Titans
lastfrom
fardestruction.
into the future.
to fight
the Anti-Monitor
andthe
saveTeen
as much
of it would
as possible
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Detective, Gotham City, Metropolis, Reporter


  (Outwit)

 (Perplex)

ILPB LJ?>Q UMBOQ

   Batman and Superman
  Superman/Batman #1 (2003)
  By day, one is Bruce Wayne, billionaire industrialist; but

at night, he is Batman, the Dark Knight Detective and defender of Gotham
City. The other is Superman, the Man of Steel and the protector of Metropolis;
secretly he is Clark Kent, mild-mannered reporter for the Daily Planet.
Formidable on their own, when they work together they are the World’s
Finest duo, capable of overcoming nearly any obstacle or opponent!
    
TM

©2008 WizKids, Inc.
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 Á  
World’s Finest must begin with their base completely in their player’s starting
area. Their base occupies 4 squares on the map. They can be adjacent to a
maximum of 12 squares, and can attack and be attacked through any of
them. World’s Finest can make ranged combat attacks against non-adjacent
characters when they are adjacent to two or fewer opposing characters.

>II?RPQBO World’s Finest can use Super Strength.
When given a move action, during the move World’s Finest
can automatically destroy up to 2 squares of blocking terrain
or the wall adjoining two squares; they can continue their
move, if any, after destroying the wall.

World’s Finest do not take pushing damage.

    (Psychic
Blast)
(Penetrating/Psychic
Blast)

B>JTLOH World’s Finest can use Charge and Force Blast.
Immediately after World’s Finest uses Force Blast to successfully
knock back a target, they can use Charge as a free action to
attack the target if Charge would allow them to do so.

   (Impervious)

  (Charge)
KSRIKBO>?FIFQV
 (Hypersonic Speed)


  (Toughness)

   (Plasticity)
  (Super Strength)

RMBO BKPBP

062


BOY WONDER
Gotham City, Teen, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM
Charge

ANGER (Flurry)

UTILITY BELT (Smoke Cloud)

Willpower
ALTER EGO: Jason Todd
FIRST APPEARANCE: Detective Comics #526 (1983)
BACKGROUND: After he was orphaned, Jason Todd did whatever

Combat Reflexes

he needed to survive in Gotham City, even if it meant trying to steal the
wheels offthe Batmobile.
Todd was caught by Batman, who eventually

 Dick Grayson
train him to becomeThea Brave
new Robin.
Sadly,
fought
alongside
decided
to
and the
Boldhe
#54
(1964)
Batman
and the Teen Though
Titans only
for a short
time before
wasfought
captured

he trained
alongside
Batmanheand
crime
andGotham
killed City,
by theRobin
Joker–a
fateWonder
that was
seemingly
until
in
the Boy
teamed
up withfinal
other
teena new
supercrisis
shook the
universecalls
andforbegan
to rearrange
. . returning
heroes
to answer
help from
teenagershistory
around. the
world. FastJason
allies,
Toddfriendship
to life. among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
the
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NO HOLDS BARRED (Exploit Weakness)
POINT VALUE: 40
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SUPERMAN

Justice Society, Metropolis, Reporter

B>ABOPEFM
Invulnerability

Superman does not take pushing damage.

Toughness

This Is a Job for Superman! Superman can use Charge.

Leading the Attack Once, at the beginning of your turn, if

When Superman is not holding an object or a character, do not halve
his speed value when he uses Charge. Superman may not pick up
objects or characters when using Charge.

Superman is adjacent to an opposing character, he can make a close
combat attack as a free action, but he can’t attack that character again
during that turn. If Superman causes a target opposing character to take
damage, until the end of the turn all friendly characters attacking that
target have their attack values modified by +1 for each 100 points (or
fraction thereof) of the target’s point value.

Hypersonic Speed

Charge

Close Combat Expert
REAL NAME: Clark Kent/Kal-L
FIRST APPEARANCE: Action Comics #1 (1938)
BACKGROUND: For many decades on Earth-Two, the world’s greatest hero
was Superman–secretly
Kent, son of John and Mary Kent, husband to Lois Lane,

  DickClark
Grayson
the aging
editor of the Metropolis
the Anti-Monitor
threatened
and

The Daily
BraveStar.
andWhen
the Bold
#54 (1964)
the multiverse,
SupermanThough
led the heroes
of many
universesBatman
across time
space
to


he trained
alongside
and and
fought
crime

Super Strength

Impervious

him–but
his own
worldWonder
in the process.
he andteen
Lois super
were saved
indefeat
Gotham
City, lost
Robin
the Boy
teamedThankfully,
up with other
and taken
to their own
by Alexander
Luthortheof Earth-Three,
heroes
to answer
callspersonal
for helpparadise
from teenagers
around
world. Fast only
allies,to
havefriendship
that paradise
shattered
by a Titans
new crisis
engineered
Alexthe
himself.
the
among
the Teen
would
last farbyinto
future.
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WALLY WEST
Central City, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM

AS FAST AS I CAN (Hypersonic Speed)

STILL FAST ENOUGH (Charge)

Flurry

GOTTA MOVE! (Super Senses)
ALTER EGO: Kid Flash
IMPORTANT APPEARANCE: New Teen Titans #39 (1984)
BACKGROUND: The young nephew of Barry Allen, Wally West was
visiting
laboratory
 his
uncle’s
 Dick
Graysonwhen a bolt of lightning shattered a rack of
chemicals
in the room. The chemicals
on Bold
the boy,
duplicated
  
The Bravespilled
and the
#54and
(1964)
the
accident thatThough
createdhethetrained
second
Flash. West
became
the first
same
alongside
Batman
and fought
crime

RUNNING THROUGH THE PAIN (Willpower)
Human Tornado Once per turn, Wally West can use Force
Blast as a free action.

KidGotham
Flash, the
the Flash,
andupfounded
the teen
Teen super
Titans
in
City,junior
Robin partner
the BoyofWonder
teamed
with other
with thetofirst
Robin,
Speedy,
and Wonder
After Barry
Allen
heroes
answer
callsAqualad,
for help from
teenagers
aroundGirl.
the world.
Fast allies,
diedfriendship
saving theamong
universe,
Kid Flash
identity.
the
the Teen
Titans assumed
would lasthisfarcostume
into the and
future.
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DONNA TROY

Lasso Donna Troy can use Incapacitate as if she had a range
value
of 6. If she successfully hits a target with a ranged combat
B>ABOPEFM

Amazon, Teen, Teen Titans

attack when using Incapacitate, after resolving the action you can
put the target in an unoccupied square of clear terrain adjacent to
and at the same elevation as Wonder Girl.

Flurry

Charge

Super Strength
Purple Ray Donna Troy can use Support, but can treat friendly
characters 3 or fewer squares away as if they are adjacent.

Toughness

ALTER EGO: Wonder Girl
IMPORTANT
: New Titans #50 (1989)
   APPEARANCE
Dick Grayson
BACKGROUND
: Donna Troy
was more
just #54
a teammate
  
The Brave
and than
the Bold
(1964) to the
Teen
and she has
always
its members
among
bestcrime
Titans,

Though
he counted
trained alongside
Batman
and her
fought

Combat Reflexes

friends.
Often
of the strongest
andteamed
toughest
thesuper
team,
in
Gotham
City,one
Robin
Boy Wonder
up members
with other ofteen
she would
sacrificecallsanything
orderteenagers
to help aaround
Titan,the
even
finding
way
heroes
to answer
for helpinfrom
world.
Fastaallies,
to heal
them with
thethepower
the Amazons’
Purple
Ray.
the
friendship
among
TeenofTitans
would lastmagical
far into the
future.
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GARTH

Atlantis, Teen, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM

From the Depths Garth can use Charge. When Garth occupies
water terrain, any line of fire drawn to him is treated as if it crosses
blocking terrain.

Charge

Super Strength

Toughness

ALTER EGO: Aqualad
IMPORTANT APPEARANCE: Tales of the Teen Titans #45 (1984)
BACKGROUND
: Exiled
from his underwater birthplace of Atlantis,
   Dick
Grayson
Garth
always
felt at home among
friends
Teen#54
Titans.
Yet he
 

Thehis
Brave
andinthetheBold
(1964)
also
often
returned to theThough
oceans,
swimalongside
and explore
withand
his girlfriend,

he to
trained
Batman
fought crime

Willpower
Salvage If there is an uncarried standard light object anywhere on

the map, once per turn when Garth occupies water terrain he can bring
in a standard light object from outside the game and pick it up as if
picking it up from an adjacent square.

Aquagirl.
theythe
found
underwater
of theother
H.I.V.E.
in GothamTogether
City, Robin
Boy the
Wonder
teamedlair
up with
teen and
superled
theheroes
Titanstotoanswer
confront
notfrom
longteenagers
before Aquagirl
while Fast
she and
callsthem,
for help
around died
the world.
allies,
Garth
fought underwater
on Earth-4
during
a multiversal
the friendship
among thevillains
Teen Titans
would last
far into
the future.crisis.
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ROY HARPER

Checkmate, Spy, Star City, Teen Titans

B>ABOPEFM

Checkmate Roy Harper can use Running Shot and Stealth.

Running Shot
Emerald Apprentice When Roy Harper makes a ranged
combat attack, modify his attack value by +2.

MULTI-ARROW (Energy Explosion)

DODGE (Energy Shield/Deflection)

ALTER EGO: Speedy
IMPORTANT
: Best of DC #18 (1981)
   APPEARANCE
Dick Grayson
BACKGROUND
: Though The
a member
of the
as Speedy
  
Brave and
theTeen
BoldTitans
#54 (1964)
when
was young, Roy
Harper
retired alongside
from heroics
to deal
his crime
 he
Though
he trained
Batman
andwith
fought

Willpower

addiction
drugs.
several teamed
years assisting
drug
in
GothamtoCity,
RobinRoy
thespent
Boy Wonder
up with government
other teen super
enforcement
agencies
andhelp
as an
of Checkmate
before
heroes
to answer
calls for
fromagent
teenagers
around the
world.finally
Fast allies,
rejoining
the Titans
to break
up last
a drug
smuggling
ring.
the
friendship
amongastheSpeedy
Teen Titans
would
far into
the future.
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SUPERMAN
Future, Justice League

B>ABOPEFM
Impervious

Invulnerability

Scorched Air Superman can use Charge and Flurry.

Toughness

Hypersonic Speed

Restoring Order When the result of a successful attack roll

made by Superman is doubles, the target is dealt damage normally but
not knocked back. Instead, if the target has zero or one action token
after the attack has been resolved, give the target an action token.

Charge
Kryptonian Strength Superman can use Super Strength.
Superman can hold two objects at the same time if they are both
standard objects; he can only use one object per attack.

BY FORCE, IF NECESSARY (Close Combat Expert)
REAL NAME: Clark Kent
FIRST APPEARANCE: Kingdom Come #1 (1996)
BACKGROUND
: InGrayson
an alternate future, after the death of many of
   Dick
those
closest
to him, SupermanTheretreated
fromthetheBold
world
spent a
 

Brave and
#54and
(1964)
decade
his Fortress ofThough
Solitude
before he
recognized
howand
darkfought
the world
 in
he trained
alongside
Batman
crime

Super Strength

Quake

and
those itCity,
called
heroes
hadWonder
becometeamed
in his absence.
Though
came at a
in Gotham
Robin
the Boy
up with other
teenit super
terrible
costanswer
in lives,
and teenagers
those he gathered
his sideFastas allies,
allies
heroes to
callsSuperman
for help from
around thetoworld.
did
managethetoTeen
set the
world
on alastpath
light.
theeventually
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Titans
would
far toward
into thethe
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BATMAN

Armor, Gotham City, Warrior

B>ABOPEFM
Battle
Fury

Relentless Batman can use Charge, Leap/Climb,

THE SYSTEM (Perplex)

and Running Shot.

FURY OF THE BAT (Flurry)

MERCILESS (Exploit Weakness)

BLADED GAUNTLETS (Blades/Claws/Fangs)

FLAMETHROWER (Energy Explosion)
ALTER EGO: Jean-Paul Valley
IMPORTANT APPEARANCE: Detective Comics #667 (1993)
BACKGROUND: When Bruce Wayne’s back was broken by Bane,

ARMOR (Toughness)

he passed on the duty of protecting Gotham City to Jean-Paul Valley, who
adopted
name
but rapidly changed the hero’s costume and
 the
Batman
 Dick
Grayson
methods.
armor and incorporating
 Donning

The Brave andweapons
the Boldthat
#54included
(1964)clawed
gauntlets
and a flamethrower
his costume,
Valley’s
Batman
wagedcrime
 
Thoughinto
he trained
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Batman
and fought
a indangerously
As teamed
the brainwashing
process
called
Gotham City,violent
Robinwar
the on
Boycrime.
Wonder
up with other
teen super
theheroes
System
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hisfrom
skillsteenagers
also slowly
drovethehim
mad,Fast
Wayne
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callsValley
for help
around
world.
allies,
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the identity
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the future.
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THUNDERER OF QWARD
Soldier

B>ABOPEFM
Running Shot

Qwa-Bolts Thunderer of Qward can use Energy Explosion. When Thunderer
of Qward is given a ranged combat action, you can choose one of the following
options: 1) Modify Thunderer of Qward’s range value by his current unmodified
damage value; or 2) damage from the attack is penetrating damage.

ARMED BY THE WEAPONERS (Energy Explosion)

REAL NAME: (Various)
IMPORTANT APPEARANCE: Crisis on Infinite Earths #7 (1985)
BACKGROUND: Soon after the Anti-Monitor came into being in the antimatter

universe on the moon of the planet Qward, he created an army of warriors to serve him
that he called the Thunderers and armed them with the powerful antimatter weapons
known as qwa-bolts. After the Anti-Monitor fell into suspended animation following
 battle
 with
Dickthe
Grayson
a millenia-long
Monitor, Qwardians known as the Weaponers became


Brave and
the own
Boldbattles
#54 (1964)
thenew
masters
of their world, oftenTheengaging
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of 
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SHIELD (Energy Shield/Deflection)

TACTICAL SUPPORT (Enhancement)

POINT VALUE: 50
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SHADOW DEMON

B>ABOPEFM
The Darkness Is Alive! Shadow Demon can use
Plasticity, Phasing/Teleport, and Stealth.

ANTI-MONITOR’S ELITE (Blades/Claws/Fangs)

BURNING TOUCH (Poison)

SHADOW (Super Senses)
REAL NAME: (None)
IMPORTANT APPEARANCE: Crisis on Infinite Earths #12 (1985)
BACKGROUND: Those among the Thunderers of Qward that the Anti-Monitor

believed to be the most evil, he touched with his own power and transformed them
in
his personal
demons. The shadow demons were dispatched by the
guard–shadow
 Dick Grayson
Anti-Monitor
early in his final campaign
against
to destroy
the machines
  
The Brave
andthetheMonitor
Bold #54
(1964)
being
to protect the positive-matter
universe,
then returned
the crisis
in
used
Though he trained
alongside
Batmanlate
andinfought
crime
numbers so great that they blotted out the skies. Composed of nearly pure antimatter
in Gotham City, Robin the Boy Wonder teamed up with other teen super
their touch alone was enough to fell not only innocents but also many great heroes of
to answeruniverses.
calls for help from teenagers around the world. Fast allies,
theheroes
positive-matter
the friendship among the Teen Titans would last far into the future.
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WHAT THEY TOUCH DIES! (Exploit Weakness)

POINT VALUE: 60
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ANTI-MONITOR
Ruler

ITB>ABOPEFM
IS MY DESTINY TO EXPAND MY POWER
(Impervious)

I SHALL NOT BE STOPPED (Invulnerability)

The Anti-Monitor can use the Multiattack ability.

I WILL TOLERATE NO FURTHER DEFEATS!

UNIVERSAL CONQUEROR (Phasing/Teleport)

(Toughness)

FEEL THE POWER OF A MILLION DEAD WORLDS!

WHO DARES RESIST ME? (Outwit)

(Penetrating/Psychic Blast)

All the Power at My Command Shall Be
Used to Destroy You! The Anti-Monitor can use

I Will Not Die Until You Die With Me! Once per turn,
the Anti-Monitor can use Exploit Weakness. At the end of the round, if no
character opposing to the Anti-Monitor was defeated this round, roll 2d6 and
subtract the Anti-Monitor’s unmodified damage value, minimum result 1.
Heal the Anti-Monitor of damage equal to the result.

Penetrating/Psychic Blast and Quake; when he uses Quake,
do not replace his damage value.

THIS IS THE DAY THE UNIVERSE DIES! (Quake)

REAL NAME: (None)
FIRST APPEARANCE: Crisis on Infinite Earths #2 (1985)
   Dick
Grayson
BACKGROUND
: In the
earliest days of the multiverse, a creature of darkness and evil
was
on a
moon of the antimatter world
Qward. Driven
by a Bold
lust for#54
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and power, the
 born
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and the
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took control of Qward
andheexpanded
empire acrossBatman
the fifty three
of
quickly
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trainedhisalongside
andmillion
foughtworlds
crime

YOU WILL DIE! (Pulse Wave)

the antimatter universe. The only obstacle to his complete domination of all existence was his positive
in Gotham
City, Robin
the BoysoWonder
teamedbegan
up with
matter
doppelganger,
the Monitor–and
the Anti-Monitor
a war toother
destroyteen
him super
that lasted
heroes
answer
calls
help
teenagers
aroundobliterated
the world.
Fast
allies,
more
thanto
a million
years.
In hisforfinal
bidfrom
for power,
the Anti-Monitor
not just
worlds,
but
entire
positive-matteramong
universes,
annihilation
granitnglast
him nearly
unimaginable
destructive power.
the friendship
thetheir
Teen
Titans would
far into
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ANTI-MONITOR,
GUARDIAN OF FEAR
Armor, Ruler, Sinestro Corps
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The Anti-Monitor can use the Multiattack ability.

REBORN (Regeneration)
Invulnerability

Guardian The Anti-Monitor can use Enhancement,

BREACHED ARMOR (Toughness)

NO ONE CAN STOP ME (Phasing/Teleport)

Phasing/Teleport, and the Carry ability.

Destined Destructor The Anti-Monitor can use Outwit. Give

the Anti-Monitor a power action and roll 2d6. Deal penetrating damage
equal to the result, divided among opposing characters to which the
Anti-Monitor has a clear line of fire; characters can be dealt maximum
damage equal to the number of action tokens they have (characters that
have no tokens can’t be dealt damage). Any undealt damage is ignored.

ANTIMATTER BLAST (Penetrating/Psychic Blast)
Time to Feed The Anti-Monitor can use Pulse Wave, but his

REAL NAME: (None)
IMPORTANT APPEARANCE: Green Lantern: Sinestro Corps Special #1 (2007)
BACKGROUND: Though the Anti-Monitor was believed to have been destroyed when
he tried to annihilate the infinite worlds of the multiverse, he returned as the Guardian of Fear
to the newly formed Sinestro Corps. Reborn on Qward, Sinestro and the Manhunters built the
Anti-Monitor a new suit of armor to contain his weakened antimatter form so that
he could lead the Corps on a new campaign to conquer Earth, keystone to
the Multiverse.
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range value is not halved, his damage value is not replaced, and
he does not ignore characters’ powers, abilities, or feats.
Immediately after the attack is resolved, heal the Anti-Monitor of
1 damage for each opposing character that took damage from the
attack (maximum 4 healing).

Impervious

POINT VALUE: 400/600/800 (see rules)

